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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The aim of this thesis is to explore Simon Mawer’s approach to science and to compare the 

roles of science in his novels Mendel’s Dwarf and The Girl Who Fell from the Sky. The 

description of author’s life and its influence on his work with emphasis on the scientific 

aspects is provided and his opinion on the relationship between science and literature given. 

The difference between fiction with aspects of science and science fiction is explained and 

other authors who deal with science in their fiction are exemplified. As Mendel’s Dwarf 

employs genetics and eugenics and The Girl Who Fell from the Sky nuclear physics, the brief 

development of these scientific fields is described. 
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ABSTRAKT 

 

 

Cílem této práce je prozkoumat přístup Simona Mawera k vědě a porovnat role vědy v jeho 

románech Mendel’s Dwarf a The Girl Who Fell from the Sky. V práci je popsán život autora a 

jeho vliv na jeho dílo s důrazem na vědecké aspekty i autorovy názory na vztah mezi vědou a 

literaturou. Dále práce vysvětluje rozdíl mezi fikcí s aspekty vědy a science fiction a uvádí 

příklady dalších autorů, kteří do své literární tvorby vědu zakomponovávají. Vzhledem 

k tomu, že román Mendel’s Dwarf se zabývá genetikou a eugenikou a román The Girl Who 

Fell from the Sky jadernou fyzikou, je stručně popsán dosavadní vývoj obou vědních oborů. 

 

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA: Mawer, věda v literatuře, genetika, eugenika, nukleární fyzika, válka 
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Introduction 
 

 

This thesis is based on the analysis of the novels Mendel’s Dwarf and The Girl Who 

Fell from the Sky, written by Simon Mawer, a contemporary English author and a member of 

an informal group of writers who live in Italy and publish in the English language. Besides 

two non-fiction books, Mawer is the author of ten novels. The motifs of humour, sexuality, 

atheism, fear, bravery, the role of language, memory and science are typical for his fiction. In 

Mendel’s Dwarf and The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, science plays an especially prominent 

part. While Mendel’s Dwarf focuses on genetics and eugenics, The Girl Who Fell from the 

Sky features a nuclear physics background. One of Mawer’s other novels, The Glass Room, 

employs science, specifically eugenics, to a limited extent as well. Familiarity with this novel 

as well as my personal interest in science were the main motivation for writing this thesis.  

The novels were chosen because science is a crucial component embedded naturally in 

both of them. Interestingly, although they explore different scientific fields, there are a 

number of similarities in the way science is treated in them. For example, scientific concepts 

are often compared to real-life situations or vice versa and both novels seem to scientifically 

educate the reader. The aim of this thesis is to analyse the roles and aspects of science in these 

two novels by Simon Mawer, with respect to their relationship to other scientifically focused 

works of fiction and with respect to the development of the scientific fields addressed in the 

novels. 

To ground this theoretically, the author’s life and its impact on his career as a writer is 

described, with emphasis on the role of science in both his life and work. Mawer is a former 

biology teacher and his opinion on the relationship between science and literature is presented 

and is crucial for the overall conception of science in his texts. To show that he is not an 

author of science fiction, the difference between fiction with aspects of science and the 

science fiction genre is explained. Literature linked with science is popular nowadays – to 

demonstrate this link, its various academic employments are provided and besides Mawer, 

other authors who deal with science in their fiction are exemplified. Also, to make the 

presentation of science in Mendel’s Dwarf and The Girl Who Fell from the Sky still more 

coherent, a brief explanation of the historical development of the scientific fields in question – 

genetics, eugenics and nuclear physics, is given. 

Fiction enriched with science is an interesting area of literary world. From my 

personal experience as a student of mathematics and the didactics of mathematics, alongside 

English language and literature, I am aware that it also works in reverse – many mathematical 
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texts and books are enriched with metaphors, similes and other devices traditionally reserved 

to the literary domain. Also, the notion held by many – that mathematics is distinct from the 

study of language and not many people can manage both areas well, is not true (Take into 

account mathematicians who write in foreign languages, for example.). In Mawer’s fiction, 

this is evident – he skilfully switches from facts to fiction and mingles scientific concepts and 

real-life situations in beautiful metaphors. He also claims that both science and literature share 

one demanding feature: the need for a scientist or an author, or both in one person, to have a 

vivid imagination. 
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I.  THEORETICAL PART 

 

1.  Simon Mawer: Life and Work 
 

 

Simon Mawer, a British novelist, was born in England in 1948. His father served in 

the Royal Air Force and therefore he spent his childhood moving between England, Cyprus 

and Malta. The family’s first experience with living abroad, in Cyprus, influenced him 

profoundly and formed part of the inspiration for his novel, Swimming to Ithaca: “My first 

view of the place was thrilling: dust, hills, [...] I think that set the pattern for my adult life: the 

need to be away, the fascination with difference” (Crown, online). On his website, Mawer 

contemplates his sense of travelling, moving and the place called home:  

 
“These experiences planted in me a love of the Mediterranean world which has lasted 
my whole life. They also gave me a taste for exile which I have never lost. When 
people ask me where I come from I am still unable to reply. I have lived in Italy for 
more than three decades, but Italy is not home. Home is where the mind is, perhaps” 
(Mawer, official website).1

 
 

 From the age of eight he was educated in boarding schools, which he loathed at first, 

but later grew to enjoy. Due to the lack of privacy, he learned to preserve his own secret, inner 

world, which was surely an important point in his development as a writer. It was also during 

that period that he spent a lot of time reading in the school library, which was run by sixth-

formers (the most senior class in a secondary school) who “treated you like humans” (Crown, 

online). After he had finished his studies at Millfield in Somerset, UK, and after he had 

considered his university education and dismissed medicine due to a lack of good grades, he 

eventually became a biology student at the Brasenose College in Oxford and took a degree in 

zoology. Considering himself a terrible student, he was “interested in the ideas – still am – 

and I don't regret studying it, but there was an awful lot of hard work required. I wasn't 

interested in that” (Crown, online). Although confident about his writing now (Crown points 

out that “Mawer knows he's good, and has no qualms about saying so.”), during his university 

studies, he did not have enough self-confidence to pursue a writing career yet. 

 After university, he started his teaching career with three years of teaching biology on 

the Channel Islands, two years in Scotland and two in Malta. It was in Guersney (part of the 

                                                 
1If not otherwise stated, the information in this chapter comes primarily from Simon’s Mawer official website: 
http://www.simonmawer.com/index.html, retrieved 14 August 2015  

http://www.simonmawer.com/index.html�
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Channel Islands), where he fell in love with climbing as a sort of escape from daily life on the 

bustling, overcrowded island. He returned to the climbing environment in his novel The Fall 

in 2003. Afterwards, in 1977, Mawer permanently moved to Rome. He taught for over thirty 

years at St George’s British International School, before he retired. 

Mawer is married and has two children. Although he claims that “home is where the 

mind is”, his deepest connection is definitely one to the Mediterranean: “It was in Malta that I 

met Connie, my wife, and that was that. The Mediterranean has been home ever since” 

(Crown, online). Unquestionably, his family seems to be a great support in his writing career. 

His career of a teacher together with his personal life took up much of his time and 

therefore his first novel, Chimera, was not published by Hamish Hamilton until 1989, when 

he was already forty. It is a war story which revolves around Hewison, an archaeologist who 

is partly Italian, partly English (Chimera is a symbol of the man himself) and former SOE 

agent. Depicting the old conflicts of his family and tragedies in Italy during World War II, the 

book won the 1990 McKitterick Prize for first novels. It was not until 2010 that Mawer 

started writing full-time, which has remained his occupation ever since. 

Although he claimed: “I’m a novelist. I don’t want to tell the truth. I want to 

manipulate things as I choose. I want to lie” (Mawer as quoted in Crown), he also wrote two 

non-fiction books. The first one, A Place in Italy (1992), is an autobiographical description of 

the first two years of his life in an Italian village. It was inspired by A Year in Provence, a 

1989 best-selling autobiographical novel by Peter Mayle. The second one demonstrates 

Mawer’s fascination with science: Gregor Mendel: Planting the Seeds of Genetics (2006) is a 

beautifully illustrated monograph, accompanied by numerous photographs, written in 

collaboration with the Field Museum, Chicago and linked to the museum’s exhibition on the 

same subject. The first half provides a thorough insight into the life and work of Gregor 

Mendel, the father of genetics. The second part eloquently describes how Mendel’s scientific 

legacy was rediscovered only at the beginning of the 20th century and how profoundly it 

influenced further developments in the field of genetics. The book also touches upon 

eugenics, “genetics’ ugly sister” (Mawer, Planting 119). 

Regarding his fiction, Chimera was followed by The Bitter Cross (1992), although 

work on it had begun years before Chimera was published. It is a historical novel set in the 

Mediterranean during the 16th century, when the Knights of Saint John, Malta’s famous 

residents, confronted the Islam offensive and the heresy of Protestantism. It is an exciting and 

imaginative story of love and war where Mawer deals with one of his favourite themes –

memory. One of the last of the Knights of Saint John looks back at his life: he remembers the 

woman he loved and the God he has betrayed. As Crown points out, Mawer started his work 
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on the novel in Malta, spending hours in the Royal Malta Library, where he was studying 18th 

century manuscripts. But it was just after he had moved to Rome, several years of fatherhood 

and after Chimera had been published, that he rewrote the material and The Bitter Cross 

ensued.  

In 1996, his third novel, A Jealous God, was published. Its main heroine, Helen 

Harding, searches for what really happened during the bombing in Jerusalem in 1946 when 

her father died. This story is about past and present confusing relationships and also employs 

memory.  

These early books, however, did not gain any considerable success – not until 1997, 

when Mawer’s first book was published in the US – Mendel’s Dwarf. Mawer, drawing on his 

experience as a biology teacher, tells the story of Benedict Lambert, a molecular biologist 

who suffers from achondroplasia (the most common form of dwarfism in humans), 

intertwined with the life of his great-great-great-uncle Gregor Mendel, the father of genetics. 

It is his first work that deals with the scientific fields of genetics and eugenics. These fields do 

not only provide a background for the novel, but are also essential for Lambert’s story itself. 

The author “tackles science with tools that have become hallmarks of his writing: multiple 

timelines; an exploitation of the slippages and spaces between languages; a fascination with 

memory” (Crown, online). An inspiration for the novel came thanks to Mawer’s wife, who 

first suggested a visit to the Czech city of Brno (Mawer, Planting, 169), where Mendel once 

experimented with his pea plants in the back garden of Augustinian Monastery and where 

Mawer returned many times later. The novel brought him wider recognition both in the UK 

and US, was shortlisted for the 1999 Los Angeles Times Book Prize and became a New York 

Times “Book to Remember” for 1998. 

His next novel, The Gospel of Judas (2000), is a literary thriller which revolves around 

the discovery of a papyrus scroll near the Dead Sea, which might tell the true story of Jesus’s 

life from Judas Iscariot’s viewpoint. Mawer plunges into science once again, this time the 

science of papyrology. As in Mendel’s Dwarf, the scientific orientation of the novel is 

interwoven with the personal life of the main character. Here, it is Father Leo Newman who is 

to prove or disprove the validity of the scroll and who, besides that, loves a married woman. 

In the author’s words, it is “a story of betrayal and resurrection, the story of a man’s loss of 

belief and his discovery of love” (Mawer, official website). 

As already mentioned, Mawer adored climbing and his enthusiasm resulted in the 

novel The Fall (2003), which won the Boardman Tasker Prize for Mountain Literature in 

2003 and was a New York Times Notable Book of the same year. His inclination towards 
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writing about climbing, a substantially different subject than his previous themes, can be best 

illustrated by his own words:  

 
“My themes were fate and faith, memory and recall, the past and its often malign 
influence on the present. I wrote of Italy and Malta and Israel/Palestine. I wrote of the 
tyranny of genetics and the freedom of the self, and at the back of my mind was 
always the possibility, probability even, that I would one day write about climbing” 
(Mawer, official website).  
 

He does not perceive it as a mere sport but a way of life: “‘One of the reasons I wrote The 

Fall is that climbing’s more than a sport, it’s a way of life,’ he explains. ‘When you’re in it, 

it’s all you think about’” (Crown, online). Mawer once suffered a big fall (described in detail 

on his webpage) and that experience became the inspiration for the first chapter of The Fall. 

The novel tells the story of Jamie Mattewson, a world famous mountaineer, and his friend and 

climbing partner, Rob Dewar. The story is set in Britain in the early 1970s and is entwined 

with the story of climbers’ parents during the Second World War. The main theme of the 

novel is the author’s prominent one: the effects of memory and betrayal: “The Fall is about 

many kinds of falling: off mountains, into love, out of love, from grace” (Mawer, official 

website). 

After The Fall, his writing focused on other part of his life – his childhood on Cyprus. 

Together with his old family photographs, it inspired him to write Swimming to Ithaca (2006). 

Memory plays an important role in this novel, too – specifically the childhood memories of 

Thomas Denham, a university history lecturer, which arise as he picks through his mother’s 

papers and photographs after her death. Some photographs are described in detail, inspired by 

Mawer’s own photographs which are available to see on his website. The story is an 

exploration of the unreliability of memory – Thomas’ adult perception of events is different 

from his memories of the time when his family had to move to Cyprus during the EOKA 

bombings. The jacket of the hardback depicts Mawer when he was ten years old (the same age 

as Thomas is in his memories), his younger sister and mother in a field of poppies. 

Nevertheless, the work is by no means autobiographical – the author emphasises that Thomas’ 

mother is not a portrayal of his own mother.  

Swimming to Ithaca was followed by the publication of The Glass Room in 2009. It is 

the second time the writer turns his attention to Brno, his beloved city. The story, inspired by 

the Villa Tugenhat, built in Brno in 1929–1930, gained considerable success and was 

shortlisted for the 2009 Man Booker Prize and the 2010 Walter Scott Prize. It begins with 

Liesel and Viktor Landauer who have their house designed by the brilliant architect Rainer 
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Von Abt in fictional Město. This city represents Brno, and in the same way the Landauer 

House represents the Villa Tugendhat. The building becomes a modernist masterpiece made 

of glass and steel, with a beautiful onyx wall, filled with light and optimism. However, Viktor 

is Jewish and when Nazi Germany invades the Czechoslovak republic, the family, together 

with Viktor’s lover Kata and her child Marika, must flee. Like in Mendel’s Dwarf, Mawer 

deals with eugenics, here by portraying the experiments which take place in the villa under 

Nazi occupation, when it serves as a biometric laboratory. Various measurements, studies of 

dimensions, hair, skin and eye colour, mental assessments and blood tests aim to determine 

the difference between Aryans and so called sub races (gypsies, Jews, Slavs, etc.). The 

“biometric centre” is finally closed due to a lack of success. The fate of the villa is further 

discussed: it becomes a shelter from the war and a gym for physiotherapy. Soon after the fall 

of Communism, the Landauers are finally able to return home. On a background of troubled 

times, the novel brings, apart from other themes, a number of moving, multilayered love 

stories. 

Mawer continued with a thriller revolving around a young woman, Marian Sutro, and 

her extraordinary experience as an agent and spy during World War II in The Girl Who Fell 

From The Sky (2012). Entitled Trapeze in the United States, in order to prevent its confusion 

with another recently published novel, it gained positive reception on both sides of the 

Atlantic. Marian is bilingual, fluent in English and French, which is crucial when she is 

interrogated by Mr. Potter, a recruiting officer for Special Operations Executive. 

Consequently, she becomes a SOE agent, is enrolled in an espionage training course and 

having been trained in sabotage, parachutes from an RAF bomber into the South-West of 

France to join the resistance network. The novel has its scientific side constructed around 

Clément Pelletier, a nuclear physicist and old family friend, working in Paris under Marie 

Curie’s son-in-law, Frédéric Joliot. The French were world leaders in nuclear physics at the 

time – in 1940, they created a secret patent for an atomic bomb. Marian is to seek out Clément 

in the occupied Paris and persuade him to join the Allied war effort. The novel is, according 

to The Scotsman review, “of high intelligence and creative imagination, strong in plot and 

wonderfully atmospheric”. But it is also a tribute to the work and sacrifices of 53 remarkable, 

real women of the French section of the SOE during the Second World War.  

Mawer’s last, twelfth book, is a sequel to The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, entitled 

Tightrope. Published in 2015, it continues with the story of Marian Sutro. The reader finds out 

in the first chapter that she is eighty. This chapter depicts a reunion with an old friend. Her 

story is unveiled – after she was arrested by the Gestapo and sent to a concentration camp, she 

reappears after the war in 1945, having survived interrogation and torture. As the memories 
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haunt her, it is hard for her to build her life, her new identity in post-war England. Her family 

and friends try to ameliorate her struggles, but when she has the possibility to help the country 

once again, she accepts the risk and participates in Cold War espionage. The first part is 

mostly introspective and reminiscent, “evoking the inner emptiness of a liberated, 

bloodstained woman returning from battle” (The Times review), but the second part, when 

Marian becomes a spy, is much more dynamic and Mawer is compared to John le Carré, a 

famous author of spy fiction. This novel, an examination of idealism, bravery and love, is 

about a heroine. The Sunday Mirror review considers Marian “a singular creation – a 

fascinating and compelling character”. It has gained positive feedback in the UK and was 

published in the United States in November 2015. As Claire Hazelton points out in The 

Observer review, “Mawer is most strikingly adept when writing on the intangible: love, loss, 

fear, identity and nostalgia” (Hazelton, online). These are, indeed, emblematic of his writing. 
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2.  Science in Literature 
 

 

The basis of this chapter is the portrayal of science in literature and especially the 

treatment of science as a literary theme. Mawer’s opinion on the relation between science and 

literature is provided in the first subchapter, with the emphasis put on their common basis – 

imagination. The difference between science in fiction and science fiction is explained in the 

second subchapter. The different employment of the relationship between science and 

literature follows and, finally, the views of the selected authors and literary critics dealing 

with the issue are presented. 

 

2.1. Mawer’s Opinion on the Relationship between Science and Literature and 

the Related Conceptions of Uncertainty and Imagination 
 

Mawer wrote an essay entitled “Science in Literature”, which was first published in 

the scholarly magazine Nature in 2005. At first, he mentions the traditional conviction that 

people interested in science must inevitably be on a different wavelength than a literary one. 

In the essay, Mawer comments that scientists are considered preoccupied with logic and are 

seen as unable to bridge the gap to the imaginative realm of writers. Mawer further notes that 

he is not sure whether such an expectation originated with C. P. Snow’s famous 1959 Reed 

Lecture The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution but points out that “two cultures” has 

become a popular phrase. Charles Percy Snow was a British physicist and novelist who 

belonged to both literary and scientific circles. His own experience led him to argue that there 

are the “two cultures”2

                                                 
2He recalls many days when he spent his working hours with scientists and later spent time with his literary 
colleagues. Obviously, he had friends among both scientists and writers. He identifies this exposure to and 
movement among both groups as the reason that he became preoccupied with the problem of what he christened 
to himself as the “two cultures”. Snow explains: “for constantly I felt I was moving among two groups – 
comparable in intelligence, identical in race, not grossly different in social origin, earning about the same 
incomes, who had almost ceased to communicate at all, who in intellectual, moral and psychological climate had 
so little in common that instead of going from Burlington House or South Kensington to Chelsea, one might 
have crossed an ocean” (Snow 2). 

, or poles – literary intellectuals at one pole and scientists at the other. 

Between these two poles is “a gulf of mutual incomprehension – sometimes (particularly 

among the young) hostility and dislike, but most of all lack of understanding” (Snow 4). This 

conception is outdated nowadays (see Lance Schachterle’s opinion on page 16 of this thesis), 

nevertheless, Mawer still is well versed in the subject – while he was studying biology, he had 

literary ambitions, too: “I couldn’t see why a scientist should not have recourse to wit and 
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imagination, or a writer to careful logic and reason” (Mawer, “Science in Literature”, official 

website). However, when he compared himself with people who studied at Oxford and were 

already novelists and playwrights during their studies, he considered them far more advanced 

than he was. When he did begin to write, he felt like he was trespassing – he still felt 

inadequate at writing, because he is a biologist. It came as a relief when he found out that 

fiction writers who deal with science do exist, for example Vladimir Nabokov. Through 

Nabokov’s words, Mawer shows how the beauty of literature can be compared to the beauty 

of science: “I discovered in nature the nonutilitarian delights that I sought in art. Both were a 

form of magic, both were a game of intricate enchantment and deception” (Mawer, “Science 

in Literature”, official website). Nabokov, apart from being a famous writer, was also a 

taxonomist at the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard University. Mawer further 

illustrates how Ian McEwan, another author who incorporates science into his novels, 

describes the fears of his character in an elegant, literary, yet highly scientific language: 

“More oxygen, more glucose, more energy, quicker thinking, stronger limbs. It’s a system so 

ancient, developed so far back along the branchings of our mammalian and pre-mammalian 

past that its operations never penetrate into higher consciousness” (Mawer, “Science in 

Literature”, official website). Mawer concludes that artistic creations and scientific ideas both 

inhabit the mind of their creator. Regarding the scientific idea, he explains that we live with 

the illusion that ideas and discoveries are to be found somewhere in nature, but in fact the 

science is in the discoverer’s head. He expands on this idea, saying that what applies to 

science as well as literature is the important question, “What if?” (Mawer, “Science in 

Literature”, official website). This question involves going beyond one’s familiar knowledge, 

situations, opinions or beliefs and into the realm of the hypothetical. “What if” questions 

guide both the writer and the scientist: “[…] What if a grown man were to fall in love with a 

pubescent girl? […] What if electrons were to be both wave and particle? What if God really 

were to play dice?” (Mawer, “Science in Literature”, official website) In other words, science 

and literature stem from the same core – imagination.  

Yet another bond is comprised of the modern, post-Darwinian uncertainty which 

challenges the religious belief and ontology in general. Mawer compares the “unreliable 

particle” in modern physics and the unreliable narrator, one of the corner-stones of 

postmodern literature: “The unreliable particle and the unreliable narrator are two sides of the 

same weirdly spinning coin. And just as scientists employ thought experiments to focus their 

ideas, so a work of literature is a thought experiment about this uncertain human condition” 

(Mawer, “Science in Literature”, official website). The last statement is probably 
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overgeneralized – not every work of literature must necessarily represent a thought 

experiment about human uncertainty – but the simile is unequivocal. 

In his “Science in Literature” essay, Mawer echoes Michael Frayn’s play Copenhagen, 

which employs Werner Heisenberg’s concept of uncertainty and Niels Bohr’s 

complementarity (Lesáková 2). Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle in quantum mechanics 

stipulates that the classical properties of an atomic particle, e.g. an electron, are impossible to 

measure precisely, because “‘the more accurately one determined a particle’s position, the 

less accurately one could determine its speed and vice versa’” (Hawkins as quoted in 

Lesáková 7). In her diploma thesis, Memory and Uncertainty in Michael Frayn’s 

Copenhagen, Lesáková concludes that: “not only are we unable to determine anybody’s (and 

the least of all our own) intentions for some action, because we cannot rely on our memories, 

we have to accept the uncertainty as an inseparable part of our life, as something that makes 

us human beings” (Lesáková 56). This interpretation most probably corresponds to what 

Mawer calls the “uncertain human condition” (Mawer, “Science in Literature”, official 

website). As is mentioned in the previous chapter, memory is Mawer’s favourite theme; the 

unreliable nature of memory is highlighted in his novel, Swimming to Ithaca, where the main 

character Denham thinks that you can never truly know the past, not even your own. 

 Gaston Bachelard, a 20th century French philosopher, whose work on the philosophy 

of science influenced many philosophers and historians, including Michel Foucault (Cutting 

55), considered imagination to be the common base for literature as well as science. Besides 

science, his concern lay also in epistemology, psychoanalysis and poetics. Although he 

considered poetry and science to be typically understood as opposites, he wanted to unite 

them – in The Psychoanalysis of Fire, he acknowledged that: “The axes of poetry and of 

science are opposed to one another from the outset. All that philosophy can hope to 

accomplish is to make poetry and science complementary, to unite them as two well-defined 

opposites” (Ockman, online). He explores the way creative thought comes into being: the role 

played by the epistemological obstacle in experimental science is exactly paralleled by that of 

the poetic image in literary language. Imagination is as important for writers as for scientists – 

it helps them build their models. 3

To summarise, Mawer argues that two seemingly opposite realms – science and 

literature – are not opposite at all. Both have a beauty of their own and require great 

 

                                                 
3“A strong symbolically or emotionally charged image could cause illusions in the mind of the scientist. The 
image of fire could clog the knowledge of electricity. This same image will produce unexpected effects in 
literature that will be poetically loaded. Poetic dreams closely sympathize with the real, while the scientific 
approach on the other hand is unsympathetic: it distances itself from the emotional reality.” Source: 
http://www.egs.edu/library/gaston-bachelard/biography/, retrieved 14 August 2015 

http://www.egs.edu/library/gaston-bachelard/biography/�
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imagination. An additional commonality is the uncertainty in both areas, which arises from 

the present situation and new discoveries in the world. 

 

2.2. Science in Fiction versus Science Fiction 
 

It is important to stress the significant difference between science presented in fiction 

and science fiction. In his essay, “Science in Literature,” Mawer espouses the term “science in 

fiction” as a way to distinguish books involving the scientific process from the original, 

sometimes tiresome, science fiction books. According to the author, fiction is not the opposite 

of fact. It is a tool for holding the mirror up to the reality: “Fiction does not stand as the 

antithesis to fact. Good fiction points towards truth, which is, after all, only where the 

scientist is trying to go” (Mawer, “Science in Literature”, official website). 

In The Genre Debate section of The Guardian, McKenna, an author and reviewer, 

distinguishes between the two types of fiction – genre fiction (which is a hyperonym for 

speculative fiction, which is in turn a hyperonym for science fiction) and literary fiction: 

“Speculative fiction may not mimic real life but it uses its magic mirror to reflect on the world 

around us. It's a fundamentally outward-looking genre, in direct contrast to literary fiction, 

which looks inward to explore the human condition” (McKenna, online). Mawer’s novels are 

brimming with this inward insight. For example in Mendel’s Dwarf, the main character 

Benedict Lambert, a molecular biologist, although trying to be detached from emotion, lets 

the reader get to know him through his first person narration. 

Steven Petite, a writer and author of the “Literary Fiction vs. Genre Fiction” article in 

the Huffington Post, also writes about the difference between genre fiction and literary fiction. 

He defines the subcategories of genre fiction: mystery/thriller, horror, romance, western, 

fantasy and science fiction; and considers literary fiction “anything that does not fit into a 

genre” (Petite, online). According to Petite, literary fiction detaches itself from genre fiction 

because, unlike genre fiction, it does not seek to escape reality, but instead looks to provide 

insights into the nature of the world. This description corresponds to McKenna’s claim that 

literary fiction looks inwards to explore the human condition. 

On the other hand, Petite remarks that genre fiction is read mainly for entertainment, 

for a riveting story, as an escape from reality. Especially, as McKenna eloquently explains, 

one of science fiction’s identifying characteristic is that it creates its own worlds, it does not 

try to mimic real life: “It stands apart from the world we know. It takes us away to an entirely 

secondary realm, be that Middle Earth or Westeros, or to an alternate present where vampires 

and werewolves really do exist and you ring 666 to report a supernatural crime” (McKenna, 
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online). This notion of entirely different realms goes along with the opinion of Chris Beckett, 

Cambridge university lecturer and sci-fi short story writer and novelist. He compares literary 

fiction and science fiction authors and remarks that just as all fiction writers invent situations 

and characters, he goes further and creates the world as well. This thought-up world lets him 

reflect on society and how people relate to the world. He provides an explanation in his article 

– his novel Dark Eden, for example, has a science-fictional setting which allowed him to 

reflect on the development of societies and cultures. By designing a society, he could reflect 

on society in general. He analogizes this to the work of a realist novelist in designing a 

relationship to be able to reflect on relationships in general. This idea thus clearly matches 

with McKenna’s one, as she claims that speculative fiction aims to reflect on the world 

around us. 

 To conclude, science fiction differs greatly from fiction enriched with scientific 

elements. It makes up its own worlds and points outwards (e.g. what would happen to Earth, 

if…), while literary fiction points inside, investigates the psychology of characters and is set 

in the real world. Mawer’s selected novels therefore undoubtedly fall within the domain of 

fiction with aspects of science. 

 

2.3. Academic Employments of the Relationship between Science and Literature 
 

The link between science and literature is apparent and vivid. It generates an 

interesting source of artistic and intellectual enrichment of the texts, both from the perspective 

of their production as well as later interpretation and analysis. For instance, The British 

Society for Literature and Science4 is a scholarly society which promotes interdisciplinary 

research into the relationships of science and literature (in all periods). It organises essay 

competitions jointly with the Journal of Literature and Science (a journal dedicated to the 

publication of academic essays and article reviews on the subjects of literature, science and 

their connection 5

                                                 
4home web page: 

). In 2015, the winner was Maria Avxentevskaya with an essay entitled “The 

Spiritual Optics of Narrative: John Wilkins’s Popularization of Copernicanism” and it will 

appear in one of the next issues of the Journal. Though the contributions to the Journal can be 

from either a scientific or a literary field, a number of them are concerned with science 

presented in literature, for example Paola Villa’s Review on Nikolai Duffy’s “Against 

Metaphor: Samuel Beckett and the Influence of Science” (Volume 8, Issue 1, 2015, 110-111). 

http://www.bsls.ac.uk/, retrieved 29 September 2015 
5JLS is published in digital format, with open, free access: http://www.literatureandscience.org/, retrieved 29 
September 2015 

http://www.bsls.ac.uk/�
http://www.literatureandscience.org/�
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Other activities of The British Society for Literature and Science include giving grants to 

promote the study of literature and science and organizing conferences, symposiums, 

workshops, lectures and seminars. For example, the “Hardy and the Scientific Imagination” 

seminar chaired by A. Richardson, Professor of English at the University of Exeter, who at 

the end of May 2015 explored “ways in which Thomas Hardy took up aspects of science in 

his novels and poetry”.  

 The American Library Association provides a list of around 40 novels6

The literary portrayals of science in literature serve as an inspiration for creative 

writing workshops, reading groups and university courses. For example, a workshop 

Opposites Attract: Connecting Science and Literature (at the College of the Holy Cross, 

Worcester)

, which 

highlight various aspects of science, e.g. animals and plants, chemistry and physics, or Earth 

science and weather. Although aimed at the elementary and middle schools, the list does not 

include science-fiction novels, which are of different nature (Weisman). 

7 is designed “to study ways in which writers can make use of science as a topic 

and muse”, with a credo by V. Nabokov: “A writer should have the precision of a poet and the 

imagination of a scientist.” Surely, Nabokov must have switched the attributes on purpose – 

precision of a scientist and imagination of a poet are interchanged to show that science and 

literature are two sides of the same coin.8

A group called The Science and Literature Reading Group

 The coin represents a creative mind, which must be 

imaginative as well as precise to handle both the scientific and literary fields. 
9

The last example that will be provided is a university course at Imperial College 

London, called Science and Literature

 also exists, and is run in 

association with the department of History and Philosophy of Science at the University of 

Cambridge. The group announces that it welcomes anybody who is interested in exploring the 

relations between literature and science, technology or medicine. 

10, under the Science, Culture and Society module, 

which “draws from the humanities and social sciences to explore the links between science 

and wider society.”11

                                                 
6available on this page: 

 Based on participation in class discussions, exercises and homework 

preparation, the goal of the course is to introduce students to some of the most important links 

http://www.ala.org/offices/resources/sciencenovels, retrieved 14 August 2015  
7source: http://www.dartmouth.edu/~biomed/octcon2013/1-Opposites-Attract.pdf, retrieved 14 August 2015 
8As it was already mentioned, Mawer refers to Nabokov in his essay “Science in Literature”, where he 
emphasises the role of imagination in both literature and science. 
9home web page: http://sci-lit-reading-group.blogspot.cz/, retrieved 29 September 2015 
10course webpage: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/horizons/course-options/fields-of-study/scs/science-and-literature/, 
retrieved 27 September 2015 
11module webpage: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/horizons/course-options/fields-of-study/scs/, retrieved 27 
September 2015 

http://www.ala.org/offices/resources/sciencenovels�
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~biomed/octcon2013/1-Opposites-Attract.pdf�
http://sci-lit-reading-group.blogspot.cz/�
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/horizons/course-options/fields-of-study/scs/science-and-literature/�
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/horizons/course-options/fields-of-study/scs/�
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between science and literature: students are to go through the history of literary reactions to 

scientific developments to present-day literary works that deal with scientific themes. 

 

2.4. Authors Dealing with Science in Their Fiction 
 

Simon Mawer is by far not alone in blending science with literature. “I take science 

extremely seriously” (Goldstein as quoted in Anthony), says Rebecca Newberger Goldstein, a 

contemporary novelist dealing with philosophy and science. Besides studies of the 

mathematician Kurt Gödel and the philosopher Baruch Spinoza, she is the author of six 

novels. Her fiction often depicts philosophical or scientific issues. Her new book, Plato at the 

Googleplex: Why Philosophy Won’t Go Away, deals mainly with Platonian philosophy 

projected onto the modern world. In the novel, she brings Plato back to life – he conducts 

dialogues in modern America, and takes on Google and Fox News. The Guardian article 

emphasises the presence of philosophical elements which Goldstein connects with science and 

therefore claims that the background for her book was scientific. She says: “There are two 

kinds of questions. ‘What is?’ and ‘What matters?’ And when it comes to descriptions of 

reality, ontology, I do think that science is our best answer, but I think it takes a philosophical 

argument to prove that” (Goldstein as quoted in Anthony). She speaks highly of philosophy 

and does not think is it dying out – like science, it progresses. Nevertheless, she distinguishes 

between philosophy and literature. As she is both a novelist and a philosopher, and thinks the 

two are quite distinct – philosophy develops, whereas literature may be evolving but it does 

not attempt to provide an improving understanding of the world. 

Goldstein also argues that moral progress is not an illusion and talks about future – 

what would future generations look back on with disbelief? She names solitary confinement 

and animals in factories as the examples of the unbelievable cruelty and moral negligence of 

the contemporary society. In her book, science is described in relation to philosophy in this 

way: “Science and philosophy fulfil two different but complementary roles. Science may be 

able to tell us if and how animals suffer pain. But it requires philosophy to explain if and why 

that’s wrong” (Anthony, online). Science is therefore necessary to provide evidence, some 

scientific support for our assumptions and is highly useful when making a well-judged 

decision. 

Elizabeth Leane, a literary critic trained in science, is the author of the book Reading 

Popular Physics, which analyses science popularizations. She argues that they are a source of 

inspiration for a number of writers. She names numerous contemporary authors as examples 

of drawing inspiration from scientific popularizations, e.g. Martin Amis, who was inspired by 
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popularizations in his novels London Fields and Night Train, Tom Stoppard, whose play 

about quantum mechanics, Hapgood, begins with a quotation from a popular physics book, 

Michael Frayn with his play Copenhagen, where actors perform a popularization of quantum 

mechanics, Ian McEwan, whose source for The Child in Time was physicist David Bohm’s 

Wholeness and the Implicate Order, or Margaret Atwood with her novel Cat’s Eye.12

Leane stresses that the authors have evidently often been inspired by scientific 

findings and texts. She quotes a literary critic Lance Schachterle, who disproves of C. P. 

Snow’s conception of the “two cultures” – he thinks that the conception is inadequate, which 

can be proved by the writers who frequently turn to contemporary physics to create 

metaphors. He mentions a number of novelists, including Nabokov, Fowles, Barth, Updike, 

Vonnegut, Pynchon and DeLillo, and notes: “‘How these authors have learnt enough about 

modern physics to use scientific metaphors powerfully is unknown; traditional influence 

studies, available for earlier periods, remain to be done for these post-World War II writers’” 

(Leane 2). For his accomplished usage of scientific metaphors (which are discussed in the 

practical part of this thesis), Simon Mawer should be added to the list. However, Leane claims 

that what characterises the authors she has mentioned is that they have been influenced by 

popularizations of science instead of original scientific texts, which is not true for Mawer, 

who draws solely on scientific facts. 

  

Ian McEwan, is largely considered as an author who is capable of a highly skilful 

incorporation of scientific ideas into his fiction. In an interview for The Telegraph, he says: 

“‘something is missing in our culture. We can’t quite celebrate the scientific literary 

tradition.’” He wants to “[…] blur the distinctions between the two realms” (Bradbury, 

online). McEwan clearly takes an active interest in science. In addition to the mentioned novel 

The Child in Time, his novel Enduring Love employs science as well – a successful science 

journalist is stalked by a delusional man. The main character of Saturday is a neurosurgeon 

and in Solar, global warming is explored. The novel is filled with research, referencing 

artificial photosynthesis, which is not yet a reality but is already on the horizon. 

Jeanette Winterson also belongs to the writers who often deal with science. Annemarie 

Estor’s doctoral thesis entitled Jeanette Winterson’s Enchanted Science provides at first a 

relevant account of the relation between science and literature, then moves to Jeanette 

Winterson’s work: 

 

                                                 
12In the acknowledgements to this novel, Atwood states that physics and cosmology in the book “are indebted to 
Paul Davies, Carl Sagan, John Gribbin and Stephen W. Hawking, for their entrancing books on these subjects” 
(Leane 2). 
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Anyone familiar with her writings must have recognised the anger towards the 
sciences they exude. Even so, readers will also recognise that Winterson aims to 
eventually erase the boundaries between science and literature. Her work suggests that 
magic, fairy tales, and science are merely different aspects of a single epistemology. 
(Estor, Enchanted Science 29) 
 
Winterson has been incorporating science into her novels since the beginning of her 

career (Estor, Enchanted Science xv). According to Estor, she is a receptor of popularized 

science (relativity theory, quantum mechanics). She mingles facts with fiction, makes no 

distinction between true and false and “displays a firm belief that scientific ideas – in fact all 

ideas – belong to the same amalgamous world of ideas” (Estor, Enchanted Science 30). To 

exemplify, by means of her novel The Stone Gods (2008), which is about colonising space, 

Winterson wants to make people, first and foremost, face the environmental issues: “I am sure 

that when we challenge ourselves imaginatively, we then use that challenge in our lives” 

(Winterson, “The Stone Gods”, official website). Interestingly, she does not consider it 

science-fiction, though the world is imaginary. She dismisses the importance of such labels 

saying that her work is fiction which contains science. To summarise, drawing on Estor’s 

words, Winterson aims to blend science and literature since it is the world of ideas that is 

primary for her, not absolute scientific relevance. 

Val McDermid, a Scottish crime story writer, mingles science and literature in her 

fiction, too. She claims that she tries to be accurate in her writing about science. It does not 

come as a surprise then that she also wrote a nonfiction book on the history of forensic 

science, Forensics: The Anatomy of a Crime. She thinks that telling the truth about science in 

her novels also makes the fictional parts more believable. However, she continues, accuracy 

must be sacrificed in some cases: “sometimes you do need to make changes for dramatic 

necessity – for instance, squeezing a test that would take three weeks into two days” (Geddes, 

online).  

On the other hand, Sophie McKenzie, a contemporary writer of young adult fiction, 

has a different view. Her motto is that nothing is impossible: “I never think, ‘That can’t be 

done’” (McKenzie as quoted in Macleod). McKenzie, the author of two series of novels with 

a genetics theme, was praised by A. Elfick, a biologist and geneticist at the University of 

Edinburgh and a fellow panellist at the 2012 “The Scientist in Fiction” discussion at the 

Edinburgh Book Festival. He claims that fiction might fuel future scientific developments. 

For example, as McKenzie pointed out, the mobile telephony in Star Trek in 1960s was much 

ahead of its time and might have therefore inspired or at least accelerated its development. 
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Although Star Trek is an example of science-fiction, literary fiction dealing with aspects of 

science may be inspirational as well – Jeanette Winterson proves that in her Stone Gods.  

To summarise, novelists should not refrain from science. Tim Lott, a journalist and 

writer interested in physics and cosmology, heartily argues: “Because science is at the heart of 

life, that is to say, who we are, and as such any novelist who ignores it is turning their back on 

one of the most profound ways of seeing that we possess” (Lott, The Guardian, online). Lott 

incorporated science into his novel How to Be Invisible (2013). Its main character is Strato 

Nyman, a boy who loves science, who one day picks up the book How To Be Invisible only to 

find instructions on how to really become invisible. According to The Guardian review, there 

is some scientific rigour to Lott’s book, but overall the style is approachable.  

It seems that Lott does not have to worry – literature dealing with aspects of science 

has, most probably, a bright future. A good deal of contemporary authors engage in including 

science in their literary fiction. They either perceive it as a factual part of their novels or 

create an unrecognizable melange of fact and fiction, but all of them popularize science in 

some way.  
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3.  Scientific Areas Present in Mawer’s Selected Works 
 

 

Mawer, a former biology teacher, includes numerous scientific fields in his novels. 

Among these, the most prominent are genetics, eugenics and nuclear physics. This chapter 

aims to describe the evolution of these fields up to their current state and also briefly touches 

upon time dilation and the selected concepts of quantum mechanics which are also featured in 

some of his novels. Its purpose is to provide insight into these scientific fields whose literary 

treatment and subsequent authorial intrusions are analysed in the practical part. 

 

3.1. Genetics 
 

Nowadays, it is a generally accepted fact that genetic information is contained in the 

chromosomes of cell nuclei. Heredity in all living things is governed by genes, stretches of 

DNA molecules, which are responsible for the transmission of genes between generations. 

The structure of the DNA molecule is compared to a twisted ladder with strands formed of 

chemical groups called bases and each rung formed of the bond between two complementary 

bases. The bases are denoted by letters A, G, C, T derived from their chemical names adenine, 

guanine, cytosine and thymine. Their message is read in “triplets” – groups of three. Every 

triplet represents one of the twenty amino acids (some of them are represented more than 

once), and amino acids are the building blocks of proteins. (Mawer, Planting, 144). 

 Genetics is a subfield of molecular biology. Its first laws were discovered by Gregor 

Mendel, an Austrian monk, known as the father of genetics. From around 1854, when he 

obtained thirty-four different varieties of pea seeds from local seedsmen, Mendel grew and 

bred specimens (Mawer, Planting, 53). He conducted experiments and described the unit of 

heredity as a particle that does not change and is passed on to offspring (Mandal, online). To 

confirm his findings in the realm of garden peas, Mendel made hybridizing experiments 

employing other species, for example the scarlet runner bean. Nobody paid appropriate 

attention to his work at the time, even though 40 copies of his paper Versuche über Pflanzen-

Hybriden, or Experiments in Plant Hybridization, which he wrote in 1865 on the 

experimentally proven laws of inheritance, were printed. Only seven offprints were localized; 

one of them in the archive of the Brünn Natural History Society, in front of whose members 

Mendel delivered two lectures in 1865; another copy was sent to Carl von Nägeli, Professor 

of Botany at Munich University. Their correspondence (Mendel wrote a number of letters 
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which contained a detailed description of his findings to him) encountered incomprehension 

and ignorance from Nägeli. He completely failed to acknowledge the importance of Mendel’s 

work. In 1866, the Proceedings of the Brünn Natural History Society, including Mendel’s 

paper, were published and 120 copies were sent out to various learned societies, universities 

and libraries. However, except being cited in some books, they remained largely ignored 

(Mawer, Planting, 69-73).  

Around the same time, in 1858, Charles Darwin and Alfred R. Wallace published their 

famous work – On the Tendency of Species to form Varieties; and on the Perpetuation of 

Varieties and Species by Natural Means of Selection – which described the role of natural 

variation and selection in evolution. They had not yet begun to speculate about genes, though. 

One year after Mendel developed the theory of particulate inheritance13

In 1900, Mendel’s work was rediscovered independently by three botanists: Hugo de 

Vries, a Dutchman, Carl Correns, a German, and Erich von Tschermak, an Austrian (Mawer, 

Planting, 96). But it was William Bateson, a British zoologist, who became a true disciple of 

Mendel. Besides other contributions

, Ernst Haeckel 

predicted that the hereditary material was located in the nucleus of a cell. Johannes Friedrich 

Mieschel discovered in 1871 that the material in the nucleus was a nucleid acid. 

Chromosomes as units that carry genetic information were also discovered in the late 19th 

century (Mandal, online). 

14

In the mid 20th century, DNA was proved to be made of genetic material, based on 

Frederick Griffith’s experiments with bacterial strains. Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod and 

Maclyn McCarty showed that DNA was responsible for genetic inheritance and evolution of 

the bacterial strains that had been studied by Griffith. A few years later, in 1953, James 

, he was the first who travelled to Brno in the search of 

the roots of Mendel’s ideas, he was the first who applied Mendelian principles to animals and 

he also coined a new name for the study of hereditary principles – “genetics” (Mawer, 

Planting, 102). Together with Mendelian Principles, The Chromosomal Theory of Inheritance 

was established in the early 20th century, which led to the birth of cytogenetics. Chromosomal 

abnormalities were observed for the first time and more discoveries followed, so that until 

1923, the discoveries of linkage, genetic mapping or the number of linkage groups 

corresponding to the number of chromosomes were all made.  

                                                 
13Particulate theory of inheritance says that “characteristics are passed from one generation to the next through 
discrete particles (genes) that retain their ability to be expressed, even though they may not appear in every 
generation.” Source: http://www.webref.org/anthropology/p/particulate_theory_of_inheritanc.htm#search, 
retrieved 28 September 2015 
14He was the first who had Versuche translated into English and published; he first applied Mendelian principles 
to animals and he also both clarified what Mendel had discovered and found the first exceptions to what were at 
that time called Mendel’s Laws (Mawer, Planting, 102). 

http://www.webref.org/anthropology/p/particulate_theory_of_inheritanc.htm#search�
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Watson and Francis Crick defined the structure of DNA as we know it today and suggested 

that DNA might contain the genetic code. A few years later, Crick discovered the process of 

transcription (turning DNA into RNA) and translation (the synthesis of protein from RNA) 

and stated the central dogma of molecular biology.  

More than one hundred years after Mendel started his experiments, the genetic code 

was discovered in the 1960s owing to Marshall Nirenberg, a young biochemist, and his 

postdoctoral fellow Heinrich Matthaei. They performed experiments with synthetic RNA and 

in 1961 they discovered the first “triplet” (a sequence of three bases of DNA that codes for 

one of the twenty amino acids that serve as the building blocks of proteins). By 1966, 

Nirenberg had deciphered 64 triplets for all twenty amino acids and the language of DNA had 

become understood.15

Since the mid-late 20th century the field has been dominated by molecular biology and 

molecular genetics. These days, new advanced technologies are employed in molecular 

biology, recombinant DNA technology, and biotechnology methods. Methods of 

radiolabeling of DNA for diagnostic and therapeutic methods development, research tools and 

restriction enzymes, used in the construction of recombinant DNA molecules that contained 

foreign DNA, were discovered. A variety of new biotechnological methods arose, for example 

the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and their practical applications in the medical and 

pharmacotherapeutical fields were found. In 1995, the first bacterial genome was sequenced 

(Mandal, online). After eight years of work, in 2003, the Human Genome Project was 

completed, which means that the human genome sequence (the sequence of chemical base 

pairs which makes up human DNA) was deciphered – scientists compiled a list of the three 

billion letters of genetic code (Kolata, The New York Times, online).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
15Sources: American Chemical Society National Historic Chemical Landmarks. “Deciphering the Genetic Code.” 
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/landmarks/geneticcode.html, retrieved 30 
September 2015;  
Genome News Network. “Genetics and Genomics Timeline 1961 Marshall Nirenberg (1927-) cracks the genetic 
code.” http://www.genomenewsnetwork.org/resources/timeline/1961_Nirenberg.php, retrieved 30 September 
2015 

http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/education/whatischemistry/landmarks/geneticcode.html�
http://www.genomenewsnetwork.org/resources/timeline/1961_Nirenberg.php�
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3.2. Eugenics 
 

Genetics inspired the development of a “pseudoscience”16 that developed in the early 

20th century – eugenics. The name comes from the Greek eugene meaning “well-born, of 

good stock, of noble race.” The term was coined, along with adjective eugenic, in 1883 by 

English scientist Francis Galton17

In 1907, the Eugenics Education Society was founded in Britain. Inspired by Galton’s 

ideas, its aim was to spread the doctrine of genetic improvement. Even before that, the 

Biometric Laboratory at University College in London had been established by Karl Pearson. 

He was Galton’s friend and a “cold” statistician interested in human measurement, who in 

1911 became the first Galton Professor of Eugenics at London University. There was one test 

that helped eugenics “justify” its awful actions – the Binet intelligence test, which was 

introduced to the United Stated by the psychologist Henry H. Goddard at the beginning of the 

century. It provided an opportunity for eugenics to quantify intelligence and label some 

people as “morons”, “idiots” etc. In fact, Goddard wrote a famous study of the inheritance of 

feeblemindedness which resulted in the decision to instigate “negative eugenics”. By 1931, 

sterilization laws had been enacted by twenty-seven American states and the compulsory 

sterilization of certain categories of people (such as the “feeble-minded”) was allowed. 

Consequently, almost thirty-six thousand individuals had been sterilized in the US by 1941. 

Sadly, some countries in Europe, including Nazi Germany, Switzerland and Scandinavian 

countries, followed the trend and also performed compulsory sterilizations.   

, a contemporary of Gregor Mendel, and aimed to 

“improve” the human race. The genetic stock was theorised to be improved by encouraging 

the healthiest and “fittest” people to reproduce more (known as positive eugenics) as well as 

by compelling the “poorer” genetic types to refrain from reproducing (negative eugenics). 

In 1906, the Race Betterment Foundation was set up in Michigan, aiming to promote 

racial improvement. At that time, a lot of various European immigrants were entering the US 

and their intelligence was tested. In 1913, Goddard applied the Binet test to immigrants at 

Ellis Island for the first time. Its results were nonsensical – 80% of the tested came out as 

feeble-minded (this percentage was later lowered, but only slightly). Thus quotas were 

introduced which restricted the numbers of immigrants from undesirable racial groups, among 

                                                 
16According to Edwin Black, an author of War Against the Weak, eugenics is often considered a pseudoscience 

because “what is defined as a genetic improvement of a desired trait is often deemed a cultural choice rather than 

a matter that can be determined through objective scientific inquiry” (Black, War Against the Weak, 370). 
17from eu- “good” and genos “birth”; Source: Online Etymology Dictionary. 
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=eugenics&allowed_in_frame=0, retrieved 30 September 2015 

http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=eugenics&allowed_in_frame=0�
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which were also Jews. Many of the immigrants therefore could not enter the USA when 

fleeing from Europe. Furthermore, anti-miscegenation laws were enacted, too – marriages 

between “negroes and white persons” had been annulled in twenty-eight states by 1915. 

Racial discrimination of this kind lasted for a few decades, for example the Virginia Racial 

Integrity Act of 1924 was still in place up till 1967 (Mawer, Planting, 119-124).  

 Regarding the influence of eugenics research in Germany, it had catastrophic 

consequences. Already in 1905, the Society for Racial Hygiene was founded by A. Ploetz. 

Although it was not overtly racist from the beginning, its influence was terrible when the 

Nazis came to power. By 1940s, around 400,000 people had been sterilized because they were 

mentally retarded. What is even more atrocious is that, in 1939 when the Second World War 

started, sterilization was replaced by euthanasia. Over 70,000 people had been killed by 1941. 

That year, gassing patients in mental institutions was stopped because of large scale protests. 

However, killing by other means continued even after the war. Parallel with the eugenics 

program were Nazi racial doctrines leading to the heinousness of concentration camps. 

The situation was different in Russia. Mendelian genetics was actually banned there 

since it was not in accordance with Soviet politics, which favoured Trofim Denisovich 

Lysenko’s18

By the end of the WWII, the term “eugenics” was associated with the horrible 

programs of Nazi Germany which prompted eugenics societies across the world to change 

their names (e.g., the American Eugenics Society became the Society for the Study of Social 

Biology) and reduce the scale of their aims. Yet involuntary eugenic sterilizations of “feeble-

minded” women in a variety of states continued until the 1970s. Later, the positive eugenics 

started to be promoted and a sperm bank, the Repository for Germinal Choice, was created in 

1978, aiming to collect sperm from Nobel laureates and Olympic level athletes. With the 

availability of in vitro fertilization, women could choose to reproduce with men who were 

 views stating that environmental factors were more influential than inborn 

talents. On that basis, Mendelian genetics was banned from universities and dozens of 

geneticists were arrested and sent to Gulags, while some of them were shot. Among the 

arrested was Nikolaj Ivanovič Vavilov, an agriculturalist, plant-breeder and follower of 

Mendel’s principles, one of the former stars of Russian genetics. In 1930, he founded the 

Genetics Institute of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and ten years later he was arrested. The 

Department of Applied Botany and Plant-Breeding in St. Petersburg is now the Vavilov 

Institute. (Mawer, Planting, 126-128, 130). 

                                                 
18Lysenko was supported by Stalin. 
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supposed to have high-quality genes. Even nowadays, individuals or couples who require 

gamete donation to reproduce can choose a suitable donor.  

Furthermore, prenatal genetic testing represents the opportunity for individuals or 

couples to identify genes or genetic markers for traits they do not want their fetuses to have. 

“If prenatal testing identifies an undesired gene, prospective parents may choose to continue 

the pregnancy, or to abort the fetus” (Goering, online). In the US, around 90% of “positive” 

diagnoses from prenatal testing end up in abortion. To avoid the potential abortion, pre-

implantation genetic diagnosis can be used. It tests early cells of the created embryos to 

identify embryos with the preferred genes. Only embryos with desired genes are implanted.19

It is an issue of contemporary science to decide how to deal with the vast array of 

potentially genetically-linked markers (advances in genetics will probably soon make it 

possible to test for, if not manipulate directly, a much larger array of genes and genetic 

markers related to a wide variety of diseases and traits). It is a question of science as well as 

ethics. It requires clarity about the advantages and disadvantages of various types of testing. 

For example, unjust sexism is one current problem, e.g. in the UK, in contrast to the US, 

parents typically do not know the sex of their fetus until birth. “Philosophers have recently 

begun to explore the possibility of ‘liberal’ as opposed to ‘authoritative’ eugenics,” Goering 

claims. “Liberal”, or “premised on individual liberty, the freedom of parents to choose 

according to their own values and conceptions of the good life” (Goering, online), means 

based upon individual free choice, pluralist values, and up-to-date scientific research. 

 

To sum up, involuntary, state-run eugenics had devastating consequences in the past. 

Nowadays, the question is to what extent current practices, such as pre-implantation genetic 

diagnosis, contain eugenic traits and if they are morally and ethically problematic. Whether 

liberal eugenics will become a part of mankind’s future, or not, we will see in the years to 

come.  

 

3.3. Nuclear Physics, Selected Concepts of Quantum Mechanics and Time 

Dilation 
 

The beginnings of nuclear physics, which studies the constituents and interactions of 

atomic nuclei, date to 1895 in Germany, when Roentgen discovered X-rays. The next year, in 

France, Becquerel discovered rays emitted spontaneously from uranium salts. The 

phenomenon was closer inspected by Marie and Pierre Curie, who identified two nuclides, 
                                                 
19This is the very case in Mawer’s Mendel’s Dwarf, in which Benedict Lambert chooses the embryos 
which are to be implanted (250).   
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Polonium and Radium that exhibited this spontaneous energy production, and coined the term 

“radioactive”. In England, Ernest Rutherford started to study radioactivity and discovered 

alpha and beta radiation. Later, he learned that the majority of the mass of an atom is 

concentrated in its centre and thus discovered the atomic nucleus, a small kernel of the atom. 

Apart from that, he discovered gamma radiation and theorised the existence of a neutron, a 

neutral particle in the nucleus, although there was no evidence that it existed at the time. For 

his findings, he is regarded as the father of nuclear physics (Touran, online). 

However, nucleus constituents were not described properly until 1932. Six Nobel 

Prizes were awarded for discoveries of that “annus mirabilis” (Reader and Clark 44). There 

were 4 great discoveries: firstly, of deuterium20,21

 Lise Meitner and her nephew Otto R. Frisch described the process of splitting atoms 

which releases massive amounts of energy, only after Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann had 

shot neutrons at uranium nuclei. They named it fission and it was proved to be a way to form 

a nuclear chain reaction by Leó Szilárd and Enrico Fermi in 1939. Hence, Szilárd, Eugene 

Wigner, and Edward Teller wrote a letter which warned of the possibility of nuclear weapons 

to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt and convinced Albert Einstein to sign and sent it. 

However, Roosevelt authorized a study into uranium and the US nuclear bomb effort started. 

In 1942, Fermi achieved the first nuclear chain reaction and bombs started to be created, with 

devastating consequences. In July 1945, the first nuclear weapon test, the Trinity shot, was 

“successful” and a month later, the Little Boy and Fat Man atomic bombs were dropped on 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Up to 250,000 people died and Japan surrendered six days later. 

 – “heavy hydrogen” or “heavy water”, then 

of the neutron (by James Chadwick), of the positron – a positively charged antiparticle of 

electron and of the disintegration of nuclei by particle accelerators. Those discoveries changed 

the understanding of nuclear structure and showed the existence of antimatter (Reader and 

Clark 44). 

The development, however, continued – after producing the first nuclear-generated 

electricity and after the launch of USS Nautilus in 1954, the first nuclear-powered submarine, 

the Soviet Union opened the first non-military reactor which produced electricity. Three years 

later, the first commercial nuclear reactor was opened in the US. During the 1960s and 1970s, 

many nuclear reactors were built, producing cheap, emission-free electricity. In 1974, 75% of 

electricity in France came from nuclear reactors. In the US, it about was 20%. However, 
                                                 
20Definition: “Water in which the hydrogen in the molecules is partly or wholly replaced by the isotope 
deuterium, used especially as a moderator in nuclear chain reactions.” Source: Oxford dictionaries. 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/heavy-water , retrieved 17 October 2015  
21“Deuterium fueled the first nuclear-fusion bomb just 21 years after its discovery. Today it is used in cosmology 
and electric power experiments (Reader and Clark, 48).  
 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/heavy-water�
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nuclear reactor accidents in Chernobyl and Three Mile Island brought stronger regulations 

and higher costs. In 1994, the US signed the “Megatons to Megawats” treaty with Russia and 

10% of US electricity began to come from dismantled nuclear weapons. In 2011, a large 

earthquake and tsunami caused the breakdown of reactors at Fukushima Daiichi. Although the 

radiation was released, much of it went to sea and although no people were inflicted directly, 

the catastrophe’s consequences are likely to have a wider-ranging influence.  

In 2004, “a nuclear renaissance” in the US was discussed, owing to the zero death rate 

in population and worries of the climate due to carbon emissions. New reactors were to be 

built to offset carbon emissions. However, the nuclear renaissance has remained a theoretical 

concept so far. According to The Economist, “in recent years, more reactors around the world 

have closed than opened.”22

In March 2013, climate scientist James Hansen co-authored a paper from NASA 

which estimated that 1.8 million lives had been saved by nuclear energy as a whole (taking 

into account also all nuclear accidents) because it reduced air-pollution related deaths coming 

from fossil fuel plants. In the same year, the Voyager I, powered by nuclear energy, entered 

interstellar space after travelling for 36 years (Touran, online). 

 It was not only the Fukushima reactors’ breakdown, but also 

many other matters. “The fundamental problem was the renaissance was always economically 

unsound,” Bradford, the former Nuclear Regulatory Commission member, said. “There was 

never a point in time at which private investors were prepared to back new nuclear. There 

were just too many things that could go wrong” (Smith, CNN, online).  

Mawer touches upon a few concepts of quantum mechanics and upon the special 

theory of relativity in his novel The Girl Who Fell from the Sky. Regarding quantum 

mechanics, he concentrates mainly on the superposition of particles, its related thought 

experiment – Schrödinger's cat and the concept of uncertainty.  

The theory of the superposition of particles stipulates that a particle can exist in 

different states, e.g. it can be in different positions, have different energies or different 

momenta. It is superposed when it exists in more than one state (a superposition of states). 

However, once a particle is measured, and for example its energy or position known, the 

superposition is lost and a particle is only in one known state.23

                                                 
22Source: “The nuke that might have been.” The Economist. 11 November 2013. Retrieved 30 September 2015.  

 For example, an electron 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2013/11/difference-engine-0  
23Source: “What is superposition?” Physics.org. Retrieved 17 October 2015.  
http://www.physics.org/article-questions.asp?id=124  

http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2013/11/difference-engine-0�
http://www.physics.org/article-questions.asp?id=124�
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behaves both as a wave and a particle (wave-particle duality), although when its position is 

observed, it behaves only like a classical particle.24

Schrödinger’s cat is a thought experiment which aimed to expose the wrong 

interpretation of quantum superposition. The Copenhagen interpretation states that an object 

in a physical system can simultaneously exist in all possible configurations, but when the 

system is observed, it collapses and the object is forced only into one of those possible states. 

Schrödinger suggested imagining that a cat, poison, a geiger counter, radioactive material and 

a hammer were inside of a sealed container (box). The amount of radioactive material was 

calculated so that there would be only 50% probability of being detected over the course of an 

hour. If the geiger counter detected radiation, the hammer would smash the poison and the 

poison would kill the cat. Until somebody opened the container, it was impossible to predict if 

the cat was alive or dead. Thus, until the system collapsed into one configuration, the cat 

would exist in some superposed state – it would be both alive and dead. Schrödinger claimed 

that this was impossible, because an organism cannot be both, alive and dead. That is why 

quantum superposition cannot work with large objects and thus the Copenhagen interpretation 

must be flawed. Modern experiments have revealed that quantum superposition works only 

for small particles like electrons, not for larger objects (Winter, online). 

 

Concerning the special theory of relativity, time dilation is repeatedly employed in 

Mawer’s novels, e.g. The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, Swimming to Ithaca, The Glass Room 

or The Gospel of Judas. It is a physical phenomenon relevant for objects travelling at nearly 

the speed of light. It can be expressed by saying that the time interval measured between two 

events differs for observers moving at different velocities. For example, it is possible to 

imagine a running train where a stopwatch is lying on a seat. An operator in the train starts the 

stopwatch and stops it when it shows 10 seconds. Another observer, which is at rest with 

respect to the train, has his or her own stopwatch and starts and stops it at the very same time 

as the operator in the train. Due to time dilation, the time measured by her stopwatch will be 

greater than 10 seconds. As the velocity of the train approaches the speed of light, this effect 

will get stronger. Time dilation therefore means a slowing of time “that occurs in a system in 

motion relative to an outside observer and that becomes apparent especially as the speed of 

the system approaches that of light.”25

  

 

                                                 
24Source: “Some Implications of Quantum Superposition, Wave-Particle Duality.” Rensselaer. Retrieved 17 
October 2015. http://www.rpi.edu/dept/phys/ScIT/FutureTechnologies/quantum/quantcomp.html  
25Source: Merriam-Webster dictionary. http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/time%20dilation, retrieved 
16 October 2015 

http://www.rpi.edu/dept/phys/ScIT/FutureTechnologies/quantum/quantcomp.html�
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/time%20dilation�
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II. PRACTICAL PART 

 

In the practical part of this thesis, Mawer’s novels Mendel’s Dwarf and The Girl Who 

Fell from the Sky are analysed from a scientific perspective. The emphasis of this part is put 

on the different roles of science in the novels. In the first chapter, the plots of the novels are 

summarised and their main motifs are described. The second chapter focuses on the 

comparison and analysis of the conception of science in the novels – on the author’s historical 

and didactic approach to science, on the depiction of scientists in the novels and on the 

different portrayals of science in them.  

 

1. Characteristics of the Novels 

 

 

1.1. Mendel’s Dwarf 

 
Science is a fundamental theme in Mendel’s Dwarf, the first book by Simon Mawer 

that has gained wide recognition. The novel is, in fact, replete with science. Its main 

character, Dr Benedict Lambert, is a molecular geneticist. The novel touches upon two main 

scientific disciplines: genetics and eugenics. The reader is familiarised with them by Benedict, 

who is not only a scientist but also suffers from achondroplasia – the most common form of 

dwarfism in humans. Besides this, the novel has a second plotline which is cleverly 

intertwined with the first – the life and work of Gregor Mendel, the father of genetics and 

great-great-great-uncle of Benedict. Hence, Benedict is the dwarf from the novel’s title. The 

novel is truly a perfect melange of fact and fiction. Mawer expertly links the two plotlines 

together – for example, as Mendel’s lecture finishes, Benedict’s lecture starts (MD 205)26

                                                 
26Mawer, Simon. Mendel’s Dwarf. [1997] London: Abacus, 2011. [Subsequent page references preceded MD are 
given in parentheses in the text] 

. 

Benedict speaks highly about Mendel, often compares himself to him and perceives his work 

achievements as inferior to Mendel’s. Most of the first plotline is narrated in the first person, 

seen through Benedict’s eyes. There are only a few passages when Benedict talks about 

himself in the third person, e.g. the very beginning of the novel. Nevertheless, the second 

plotline is entirely narrated in the third person because Mendel’s story is told by Benedict. 

Science is therefore not a background theme, but a vital component of the novel, personalised 

by Benedict and Mendel. 
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The first plotline begins with Benedict addressing the members of the Mendel 

Symposium with a talk on Mendel. In this passage, Benedict’s dwarfism is depicted in detail. 

Later, he describes how people stare at him in streets and how he needs to have things and 

places adjusted to his height; he talks about achondroplasia a great deal throughout the novel. 

Metaphorically, he lets the reader know about his feelings and the pain of his condition, e.g.: 

“I am inured to hurt. You build bastions around you, Maginot lines of defences, iron curtains 

of barbed wire and razor wire, minefields and free-fire zones” (MD 188). However, the nature 

of his talk is very intelligent and rational, without self-pity. He begins to unfold his story: he 

studied at grammar school, where his classmates bullied and taunted him after he had revealed 

that Mendel was his great-great-great-uncle. However, he claims that education was his 

escape – his mother’s friend was overheard pitying him, but also said, “At least he’s got a 

brain in his head” (MD 18). The careers officer at school had the audacity to suggest, in the 

case he not be accepted to university, that he join the circus. Benedict makes his opinion 

explicit: “‘Not me, is that quite clear? Not me. People seem amazed when they discover not 

only that I am not mentally retarded, but that I am actually more intelligent than they are. Of 

course I went to university’” (MD 47). He studied excellently and with his doctorate in 

genetics was offered the post of lecturer of molecular genetics at the Royal Institute for 

Genetics in London, where he presently works on his research. Benedict is in a complicated 

romantic relationship with a “normal”27

                                                 
27The author uses this term for people not affected by achondroplasia, although Benedict hates it. (When he and 
Jean discuss the chances of their potential child, he says: “‘There’s a fifty-percent chance of it being’ – pausing, 
loathing the word, finding no other – ‘normal’” (187).) 

 woman. He first met Miss Jean Piercey during his 

studies, as she was a shy librarian at his grammar school. They met again, by chance, because 

Jean, already Mrs. Miller, now works at the library of the Institute. Jean has problems with 

her husband, Hugo, who is often aggressive. She finally decides to leave him and gratefully 

accepts Benedict’s offer to stay in his flat for a while. Their friendship develops into a sexual 

partnership and Jean inadvertently becomes pregnant. She does not want to risk the baby 

being born a dwarf and undergoes an abortion. However, her husband is impotent and Jean 

realizes she wants a child with Benedict. Thanks to pre-implantation screening, the “normal” 

embryos could be chosen and she could be inseminated via in vitro fertilisation and raise the 

“normal” child with Hugo, who does not know anything about this plan. At the same time as 

Jean is delivering the child, Benedict is again delivering a lecture at the Mendel Symposium, 

now on “The New Eugenics,” at the Masaryk University of Brno. It is the same Mendel 

Symposium from the beginning of the novel, where Benedict was introduced to the reader. 

When the baby boy is born, the colour of his eyes does not match Hugo’s. It raises Hugo’s 
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doubts and he finally confronts Benedict about it. Benedict tells him the truth. Meanwhile, 

Jean is fighting for her life because of complications during the delivery. The end of the novel 

is ambiguous: “From Mendel to the future: the tenuous chain of descent, the passage of DNA 

down the generations, was soon broken” (MD 309). The quote may refer to Hugo who seems 

to kill the unprotected child in a hospital or Benedict who chose the healthy embryos for the 

in vitro fertilisation and thus broke the curse of dwarfism. 

In the second plotline, the reader is a witness to Gregor Mendel’s early life, to the 

description of his childhood home, his family (he was the son of a serf), his studies at the 

Theological College in Brünn and the University of Vienna (although he never managed to 

earn a degree), and his subsequent work as a friar in Augustinian monastery in Brünn, today’s 

city of Brno. It was in the backyard of that monastery where he first started to grow and breed 

the garden pea. Benedict depicts his touching story: for around 15 years (from 1856), Mendel 

performed experiments with tens of thousands of plants, which he cross-fertilised and 

observed the results. He started with the garden pea but later worked with a variety of plants 

including stock, zea and four’o’clock. “Their hybrids behave exactly like those of Pisum” 

(MD 269), he wrote in one of his letters to Carl von Nägeli, Professor of Botany at Munich 

University. He had actually started his correspondence with Nägeli after 8 years of breeding 

peas (around thirty-three thousand plants). For a few years, Mendel sent him explanatory 

letters which proved his experimental results correct but Nägeli was arrogant and did not 

understand Mendel’s findings at all. As Benedict expressively highlights it: “Mendel is 

shouting his findings to Nägeli, and still the idiot takes no notice” (MD 269). While he was 

sure about his results, he was not appreciated by his contemporaries – neither Nägeli, nor the 

members of the Brünn Natural History Society, to whom he delivered two lectures. One of 

them is described in the novel – the lecture on “Experiments in Plant Hybridisation, with 

Particular Reference to Pisum sativum, the Garden Pea” (MD 201)28

                                                 
28The lecture was actually delivered in 1865 (see the theoretical part of this thesis, page 19). 

. It was not successful 

and the members of the Society left with the feeling that Mendel did not present any 

biological phenomenon, but instead delivered a lecture on mathematics. (See subchapter 

“Didactic Embedding of Science into the Novels” for more details.) Mendel kept saying that 

his time would come, but he was so far ahead that it did not come until half a century later. He 

died in 1884. His work, Versuche über Pflanzen-Hybriden (Experiments in Plant 

Hybridization), although published in the Proceedings of the Brünn Natural History Society, 

whose copies were sent out to learned societies, universities and libraries, remained almost 
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ignored.29 Benedict briefly mentions that when Mendel’s time finally came (in 1900), de 

Vries, Correns and von Tschermak acknowledged his paper quite independently of one 

another in the same year, having more or less repeated his experimental work (MD 271).30

What is remarkable about the novel is that not only are these two plotlines cleverly 

intertwined (e.g. after Benedict has told the reader about his own education, he starts to 

describe Mendel’s education with: “Education is an escape. I took it, Mendel took it” (42)) 

but Benedict and Mendel are also similar to each other. For instance, while Benedict suffers 

from dwarfism, Mendel was of diminutive figure, too – Benedict depicts him during his 

lecture in 1865: “Mendel’s own diminutive figure is silhouetted against the picture as though 

dwarfed by his discovery” (MD 202). The use of “dwarfed” is undoubtedly deliberate as it 

links Mendel with Benedict. Moreover, the importance of Gregor Mendel has been dwarfed 

because while almost everybody has heard about DNA nowadays, the name of Mendel, who 

laid the foundations of genetics, lies in its shadows. There is another similarity between the 

two men: while Benedict is an atheist through and through, Mendel, although he was a friar, 

nevertheless showed some atheistic inclination. Whether the cause of this was his experiments 

with plant hybridisation, or some other factor, is not certain. Did the results of his experiments 

undermine his belief in God or did he consider the laws he discovered
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Regarding the genetic side of the novel, Benedict succeeds in getting funding and the 

support of the director of the Institute for his own research project. The project aims to 

uncover the genetic cause of dwarfism by employing modern procedures in molecular 

 to be God’s creation? 

These atheistic tendencies are evidenced in the letters to his family, to one of his fellow friars 

and to Nägeli. In the letters, he never mentions God – he writes “lucky” instead of “by the 

grace of God” and sends to his family his love instead of his blessing (MD 179). Even shortly 

before his death, in the letter to one of his former pupils, a professor of meteorology in 

Prague, he did not invoke the God of the Christians, but meteorological deities (MD 289). 

Another similarity between the two men is their research-tailored personalities, as Benedict 

explains: “I was – am – a born research worker. Single-minded, patient, prepared, determined; 

like great-great-great uncle Gregor himself” (MD 29). What they also have in common is the 

study of dwarfism. While Benedict collects dwarfs to get a sufficient number of lineages for 

his research of achondroplasia, Mendel studied the pedigree of an extended family of circus 

dwarfs to support his inheritance theory.  

                                                 
29The author elaborates on Mendel’s life and work also in his work of non-fiction – Planting the Seeds of 
Genetics.  
30For Mendel and the early history of genetics see the theoretical part of this thesis, pages 19, 20.  
31Mendel proposed the theory of particulate inheritance, which is described in quite a detail in the novel (see the 
theoretical part of this thesis, page 19). 
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genetics and by collecting a number of pedigrees of achondroplastic dwarfs. Benedict 

describes the work at the laboratory in detail – he and his team collect white blood cells from 

dwarfs and extract the samples of DNA from them by using the polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR), which amplifies DNA fragments32

The novel has five subchapters which are the scientific spine of the novel, they present 

and therefore focus solely on scientific explanations, all of which are provided by Benedict. 

The first is titled “Meet My Maker, the Mad Molecule” and discusses the shape of the DNA 

molecule – comparing it to a twisted ladder. It is followed by “The Message”, which concerns 

itself with DNA structure. The author employs metaphorical language here: the message is 

“written in an alphabet of only four letters: A, C, G and T. That is the alphabet of life” (MD 

118). The letters are in fact chemical groups called bases. One strand of the twisted ladder is 

formed by the bases complementary to the bases of the other strand, the bonds between the 

pairs form the rungs of the ladder.

. Benedict also relates his dialogues with dwarfs, for 

example circus dwarfs who are surprised that “Doctor Lambert” is one of them. Besides his 

research, he describes other work at the laboratory, for example his colleague proliferates the 

DNA of a suspected rapist, using PCR. The process enables her to amplify the minimal 

sample of DNA to get enough of it to carry out tests and identify the owner. Benedict 

provides detailed information, too, e.g.: “You see nothing. It takes place in a miniature test 

tube in an automatic heating block” (MD 164). 

33 The next scientific subchapter is “The Genetic Code”. 

Benedict explains that it is not a code but a language, and a very simple one. Each word in 

this language consists of three letters, out of A, C, G and T, which together make sixty-four 

words.34

                                                 
32The description is very detailed: “Green lights on his PCR machine plot the rise of temperature – 76, 77, 78, 79 
– and record the number of cycles, while the tubes inside, clutched by a heating block, proliferate DNA 
fragments on the rocket trajectory of an exponential curve – 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 … After thirty-two cycles 
you have 1,073,741,824 identical copies of the original molecule” (MD 137). 

 The language is, with almost no exceptions, universal; “all words mean the same 

thing to all animals and all plants” (MD 120), as well as to all viruses, bacteria, etc. In the 

“Finding the Gene” subchapter, the reader further learns how to pick out a specific gene from 

the tens of thousands of different genes present in the blob of DNA. Only after the DNA has 

been extracted from the cells and restriction enzymes have been used to cut it into manageable 

pieces, a digest can be carried out and it is possible to try to pick out the particular gene. 

Finally, “Trout Hatcheries” section is about the artificial reproduction imposed upon trout, 

where males are eliminated completely because they show aggressive tendencies. The reason 

for their aggressivity is simply that they possess a Y chromosome – that they are males. The 

33See the theoretical part of this thesis, page 19. 
34“Together they have a mere twenty-one different meanings,” which stand for twenty amino acids, and the 
command stop (MD 120). 
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description begins with a reminder that in every body cell of a male, there is one X and one Y 

chromosome, so males are XY. On the other hand, females are XX. Benedict thus deals with 

the scientific information of these passages in detail and in layman’s language. 

During his lecture on achondroplasia, Benedict presents the results of his team’s 

research – he depicts in detail the large difference one gene can make. A single mistake in a 

gene, one transition of guanine to adenine – an error in a single base pair from 3.3 billion base 

pairs of the human genome, causes achondroplasia (MD 208). 

Concerning eugenics, the novel mostly presents its history (see subchapter 2.1. 

“Science from the Historical Perspective”). In addition to the history, modern eugenics and its 

ethical implications are discussed in the novel as well (see subchapter 2.4.2. “Science as the 

Basis for Ethical Questions”). 

Apart from the scientific focus and despite the theme, the novel abounds with humour. 

It employs various jokes and puns, many of which are based on science. For example, there is 

a joke told by a dwarf from a circus during his meeting with Benedict: “‘How do you tell the 

sex of a chromosome?’ […] ‘Look up its genes’” (MD 125).35 However, Benedict’s cynical, 

bitter sense of humour largely prevails in the novel. Examples of it can be seen during his 

lecture on achondroplasia, when he says that besides one sufficient reason for attempting to 

identify the cause of achondroplasia – and that is an incidence of approximately one per 

fifteen thousand live births – there is also another motive, which “the more astute among you 

may be able to work out” (MD 206). Obviously, it is Benedict’s dwarfism itself, and he “has 

done it again: he has laughed to scorn the very gene that has wreaked havoc with his own 

body” (MD 207). Benedict employs his cynical, self-deprecating humour in his explanations 

of individual scientific phenomena as well. Scientific information is provided with a hint of 

humour and at the same time as clearly as possible. For example, when Benedict explains that 

it is a Y chromosome (being a male, in other words), which is responsible for criminal 

tendencies36

 Secondly, sexuality plays a prominent role in the novel. Mawer repeatedly emphasizes 

that Benedict’s sexuality is the same as that of “normal” people. Besides the scene with a 

prostitute, a few sexual encounters with Jean are depicted quite vividly in the novel. On the 

other hand, Mendel was a friar and his sexuality was considered something to be ashamed of 

, he remarks: “It’s that damned Y chromosome again” (MD 155). Benedict’s 

humour aims to make the explanations sound interesting. The reviewers consider the novel 

funny, too: “A serious novel shot through with laughter” – The Times, “Dark, funny and 

bitter” – The Independent.  

                                                 
35“Genes” is a homophone with “jeans”. 
36It applies to animals as well as humans. 
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and hidden. Benedict calls the Church’s mandate to not pass any genes, for intelligence or any 

other positive traits, on to the next generation “the very antithesis of eugenics” (MD 42). 

However, Mendel’s sexuality marks its presence during his meeting with a friend and platonic 

love, Frau Rotwang, when he is presenting his plants: “He felt quite faint. The hot spring day, 

the heavy perfume of the lime trees, the closeness of the woman with her intense cerulean 

eyes, all these things contrived to…” (MD 101, 102)  

Lastly, the reader must undoubtedly notice Benedict’s striking atheism throughout the 

novel, sometimes even his God-mocking attitude. For example, when he is about to choose 

the right embryos for Jean’s in vitro fertilisation, he emphasizes that not God, but pure luck is 

behind the selection of one’s genes: “Of course we all know that God has opted for the easy 

way out. He has decided on chance as the way to select one combination of genes from 

another” (MD 250). In this situation, he mocks God when he mentions his own possibility to 

“refuse to usurp the powers of God and choose instead to become as helpless as He…” (MD 

251), by which he means choosing one normal embryo and one achondroplastic and leaving 

the result to “blind and careless” (MD 251) chance. Another example is Benedict’s remark 

that a copy of the Bible on his bookshelf must be a copy left behind by Jean because, as he 

assures the reader, he would never have bought it (MD 140). The reasons for his atheism are 

the unfairness and injustice of the world that allows dwarfism and his consequent anger and 

cynicism. When Jean, who is a Christian, asks him whether or not he believes in anything, he 

replies, holding his hands out for display, that it is a bit difficult to believe that a loving God 

could do that to him (MD 181). But, as he points out, there is more to it than only being a 

victim of “one of nature’s practical jokes” (MD 182). There is also his work in molecular 

genetics, which assures him that God does not exist. He compares his work to looking behind 

the scenery in a theatre. While the audience and actors can believe that an impressive 

performance is operated from behind the curtains, he cannot: “From the auditorium the whole 

set looks very impressive. […] But I have peered behind the scenery…and there’s nothing 

there. […] Not even the back wall of the theatre” (MD 182). Furthermore, he uses parallel 

structures with Biblical allusion to say that it would be theoretically possible to create a 

human being artificially: “Give me a platform and I can move the earth. Archimedes, of 

course – everyone knows that. […] Give me the nucleotides and I can make Man in my own 

image” (MD 182). “I can make Man in my own image” is a clear allusion to the Bible and 

another example of Benedict’s God-mocking attitude. Scientific research thus supports 

Benedict’s belief that God does not exist; thus, science is put into antithesis with religious 

belief in the first plotline. (In Mendel’s plotline, there is insufficient evidence to call it 
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antithesis but although Mendel was a friar, he managed, minimally and quite unexpectedly to 

separate faith from daily life, as is clear from his letters). 

1.2. The Girl Who Fell from the Sky 

 
Similarly to Mendel’s Dwarf, science is the prominent feature of The Girl Who Fell 

from the Sky. Although it is not as dominant as in Mendel’s Dwarf, since the main character is 

not a scientist, it still plays an important role in the novel. While the author elaborates on 

genetics and eugenics in Mendel’s Dwarf, here he focuses on nuclear physics (and the 

possibility of the creation of the atomic bomb), quantum mechanics and the relativity of time. 

But unlike in Mendel’s Dwarf, where the main character is the scientist himself, in this novel 

the main character is an agent operating in France during the Second World War, a young 

woman called Marian Sutro. However, there is a scientist who plays an important part in the 

story – Clément, a nuclear physicist who is part of Fred Joliot’s team, an old friend and a love 

interest of Marian. She is supposed to find him in Paris, which is a very dangerous place at the 

time, full of Gestapo members, raids and round-ups since it is in the occupied part of France. 

While Mendel’s Dwarf employs mostly first person narration, this novel employs third person 

narration. The reader learns that Marian, who was recruited by Special Operations Executive, 

is about to join the French Resistance in fighting Germany. All her work is classified, not 

even her parents are allowed to know where she is or what she is doing. In the beginning, she 

has to undergo two sets of training. Just before the first one, she meets her brother Ned, a 

nuclear physicist and an old friend of Clément. The author introduces Ned as a typical 

scientist (see the next chapter – “Depiction of the Scientists in the Novels”) and during his 

talk with Marian, science is mentioned for the first time. 

The first part of the training takes place in Scotland, in a place called Meoble Lodge. 

This training is primarily aimed at strengthening the physical condition of the future agents, 

teaching them Morse code and most significantly instructing them how to kill. The second 

training, in Beaulieu, is a school for spies preparing the future agents for a clandestine life. 

Marian is given a field name, Alice, which she will use in France as well. It fits well as it 

reminds her of Alice in Wonderland – Marian often feels like stepping through the looking 

glass and living in different kind of reality, too. She performs well in the trainings and is put 

forward for instant deployment in the field – the South-west French circuit.   

Shortly before her deployment, Marian is invited to a secret meeting with Colonel 

Peters and Major Fawley. While these men are not her superiors, they have interest in her 

trying to persuade Clément to come to England because they know that there is a “degree of 
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fondness” (GF 95)37

Afterwards, Marian parachutes into the south-west of France and takes on a fictional 

identity of Anne-Marie Laroche. At first, she lives in the French countryside. When she 

comes to Paris, the contrast with the countryside is enormous. While Paris was richer than the 

countryside before the war, it is now grey and full of fear, with lack of proper food, whereas 

the countryside is still relatively safe and abundant in natural sources. In Paris, Marian finds 

Clément’s flat and stays there for a couple of days, developing an intimate relationship with 

him. Clément finds her identity card of Anne-Marie Laroche and Marian eventually reveals 

that she has come from England – and not for a holiday. The memories of their childhood 

love come back vividly and it is during their second talk over a glass of wine that science is 

discussed as well, mainly the recent history of nuclear physics. Clément claims that most of 

the nuclear physicists seem to be coming to England: “‘They seem to be collecting 

physicists’” (GF 252), only to find out that Marian knows that they might be making an 

atomic bomb because she managed to persuade Ned to tell her what has been going on. At 

this point, an analogy could be drawn with Mendel’s Dwarf: while Benedict is collecting 

 between Marian and Clément. How they know it remains obscure. She is 

given a key with a microdot hidden in it. The microdot carries a message only readable under 

a microscope. The message is for Clément from Professor Chadwick, one of the most 

important physicists at the time, asking Clément to leave France and come to England. 

Marian’s suspicion is confirmed when she comes across Ned again – he works with Peters 

and Fawley and it was he who gave away the information about the nature of her relationship 

with Clément. She blackmails Ned (accusing him of putting his work before his family) into 

telling her the truth. He finally surrenders the classified information and tells her that, as she 

knows, Clément was part of Fred Joliot’s team at the Collège de France – and they were 

working on the idea of an atomic bomb. Marian cannot believe it: “‘An atomic bomb? Are 

you serious?’” (GF 102) Their conversation then transforms into Ned’s explanation of the 

physics behind it. Marian, as well as the reader, needs to be instructed clearly and effectively 

in order to understand what is going on and the reason she is being sent to France. As it is 

revealed, it is the nuclear scientific research in Britain, which aims to prevail over the research 

in Nazi Germany. For this purpose, physicists in Britain are assembling their colleagues and 

they want Clément to join them, too. Science thus represents the basis for the plot 

development of the story – the purpose of Marian’s mission is to help the British scientific 

research team and lessen the chances of Germany completing the development of the atomic 

bomb before the Allies.   

                                                 
37Mawer, Simon. The Girl Who Fell from the Sky. [2012] London: Abacus, 2013. [Subsequent page references 
preceded GF are given in parentheses in the text] 
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dwarfs for research on the genetic basis of achondroplasia, in The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, 

physicists are being collected for research on the nuclear basis of the atomic bomb 

construction. 

Marian hides, but somebody still learns that she is in the city. The situation starts to 

escalate and she finds herself cornered in a cul-de-sac by two men from Gestapo, whom she 

shoots and then runs away. She is leaving Paris with Clément the next day, as she has finally 

managed to persuade him to come to England and join the efforts of the physicists there. 

However, Marian eventually decides not to leave her mission and despite the police looking 

for her and the price on her head, she steps out of the roaring aircraft. Nevertheless, as she 

returns to the country, she is unfortunately arrested by Gestapo. 

 Although the scientific research is in the background of the novel and gives impulse to 

all the action, there are two passages focusing exclusively on science in the novel; the first is a 

dialogue between Marian and Ned about the physics behind the atomic bomb, and the second 

is a dialogue between Marian and Clément, mainly about the history of nuclear physics (till 

the present in the novel). Science is therefore discussed from the point of view of somebody 

who is not a scientist and needs to be informed, as briefly and clearly as possible, about the 

nature of the whole cause concerning the nuclear physics. In other words, Marian needs to be 

instructed efficiently, as well as the reader whose interest and concentration cannot be 

reduced by lengthy descriptive passages laden with scientific jargon. The efficiency arises 

from her close relationship with Ned and Clément which allows the dialogical nature and 

informal style of these passages.  

 In the first passage, Ned explains to Marian the principle of a uranium atomic bomb – 

the process called a nuclear chain reaction – using a combination of scientific and literary 

language, which is informal, clear and brief. He emphasizes that there is nothing difficult 

about it, that it is easily understandable. (This passage is analysed in subchapter 2.2. of this 

thesis – “Didactic Embedding of Science into the Novels”.) 

In the second passage, the development of nuclear physics and its war-time state is 

presented. Clément informs Marian that many important physicists of the time are gathering 

in England, presumably to work on the atomic bomb (as already mentioned). On the other 

hand, important physicists in Germany have gathered in a group called Uranverein, which, 

Clément believes, is trying to build a “Uranmaschine” – a nuclear generator. Mawer employs 

real physicists to the novel, for example Marian and Ned even meet with Lev Kowarski38

                                                 
38Lev in the novel; his first name was Lew in reality.  

, one 

of the French nuclear physicists who fled to England. (This passage is explored in subchapter 

2.1. of this thesis – “Science from the Historical Perspective”.) 
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Besides these two passages, the author also marginally incorporates some concepts of 

quantum mechanics, mainly the superposition of particles and the related thought experiment 

– Schrödinger’s Cat, and the relativity of time. These are not explained in any detail but are 

repeatedly mentioned in the novel. 

The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, being a thriller, is generally very gripping, 

suspenseful and atmospheric. Its prominent motifs are humour, sexuality, atheism, fear, 

bravery and the role language. Although Marian never shows her fear, it is described very 

vividly, for example when she manages to come back to Clément’s flat after she was followed 

by a stranger: “Not fear of something. Just fear, like a disease, a growth, thick and putrid, 

wedged behind her breastbone. Fear in each breath and each heartbeat. Fear rising up her 

oesophagus and souring the back of her mouth so that she finds herself swallowing a lot” (GF 

295). It is the fear of what might be happening while she is sitting and waiting for Clément at 

his flat. On the other hand, Marian’s bravery is evident from her actions. Her mere 

willingness to parachute into France and to travel to Paris, well-aware of the danger, is proof. 

Furthermore, she acts self-confidently and without hesitation during her mission.  

The novel is set in the perilous war years, and yet, like almost every other work by 

Simon Mawer, the story is infused with humour, sometimes sharp and cynical. This kind of 

humour mirrors the cynicism of the people who risked their lives and faced such absurd 

difficulties that there was no other way for them to cope than through humour. For example, 

Marian and her colleagues say “Merde alors!” (GF 4) instead of wish good luck to each other. 

Humour permeates the depiction of science as well, for example when Ned and Clément used 

to play together before the war: “Let’s play Piggy-in-the-middle, they’d cry, only they’d call 

it ‘collapsing the wave function’ and collapse with laughter at the joke that she [Marian], a 

mere fifteen-year-old trying to catch the tennis ball, couldn’t share” (GF 32). Another 

example is the situation in which Marian realized she could be in two places at once – lying 

alone in her bed in the school dormitory in reality and in Clément’s arms in her imagination – 

and she “called her own condition Marian’s Law of Superposition”39

As Marian is bilingual, speaking both English and French fluently, the novel is, in a 

sense, bilingual, too – there are many words and phrases in French. They are, though, quite 

comprehensible even for readers who do not speak French, because Mawer usually provides 

indirect explanation in English or uses words that are similar to their English equivalents. For 

example, regarding scientific terminology, “la masse critique” (GF 106) does not need to be 

translated. “Poète”, “impasse” and “pavé” do not need translation either (GF 236). On the 

other hand, the translation is provided, for instance, for the following French phrase: “Je 

 (GF 231). 

                                                 
39The superposition refers to a quantum state that is a sum of two or more contradictory states.  
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t’embrasse. The sense hovering between kiss and embrace and love” (GF 116). The author 

thus teaches the reader a little French. 

The next prominent motif of the novel is sexuality. Mawer explores nuclear physics in 

the same enthusiastic fashion as he explores Marian’s intimate body parts. He is never merely 

superficial, though, exploring Marian’s feelings and profound emotions as eloquently as he 

describes a nuclear chain reaction. When Marian visits Clément, her childhood love, she finds 

out that he is already married and has a baby but his family does not live in Paris because of 

the dangers of the war. There is yet another man in Marian’s intimate life – her colleague 

Benoît who parachuted with her into France. Although Clément was her childhood ideal, she 

realizes she is beyond her old feelings now. She loves Benoît’s laughter, his normality, 

comprehensibility: “Is it easier to love something that you understand?” (GF 283) At the end 

of the novel, she decides not to leave France with Clément but to stay and return to Benoît.  

Lastly, the novel portrays atheism – although Marian’s fear is scrutinized frequently, 

there is not a single mention of praying to God, asking for his mercy; on the contrary, Marian 

and her colleagues do not even wish each other good luck, only “Merde alors!” (as already 

mentioned). When Marian parachutes into France, she thinks of “Merde alors!” as “a prayer 

of a kind” (GF 5) just before the jump. Regarding science, when Marian talks to Clément 

about the possible disastrous consequences of atomic bomb deployment, their talk touches 

upon morality only, not religious belief. But unlike in Mendel’s Dwarf, where science is one 

of the reasons that contribute to Benedict’s atheism, it does not underline Marian’s atheism at 

all. Although her nonbelief is not explained in the novel, one of its reasons is definitely the 

war – when she is in Paris, being followed by a suspicious man, she hides in the confessional 

of a church, where she eventually confesses that her greatest sin is that she “no longer” 

believes in God (294). 

To conclude, humour, sexuality and atheism are strong points of both novels. Fear, 

bravery and the role of language are more important in The Girl Who Fell from the Sky but 

can be found also in Mendel’s Dwarf. Benedict’s dwarfism taken into account, his fear is 

obvious, as is his bravery, because of the way he copes with life. Although this novel is not 

bilingual, Mawer plays with language as well: plenty of figures of speech are employed in it, 

he genetic code is called “a language” and the groups of the bases “words” (MD 120). All of 

these motifs – humour, sexuality, atheism, fear, bravery and the role language are typical for 

the author and appear also in his other works. 
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2. Analysis and Comparison of the Conception of Science in the Novels 
 

 

Mawer uses different ways to incorporate science in the novels. Didactic and historical 

approaches will be discussed in the first two subchapters, followed by the portrayal of 

scientists in the novels. Next will be an analysis of the role of science as a basis for figures of 

speech, as a source of ethical questions and various scientific descriptions, as well as 

science’s depiction as terra incognita and its treatment as a plot twist device. 

 

2.1. Science from the Historical Perspective  
 

Mawer’s dedication to the history of science is much stronger in Mendel’s Dwarf than 

in The Girl Who Fell from the Sky as a considerable part of Mendel’s Dwarf portrays the 

history of genetics and eugenics. 

 The history of early genetics is embedded in Mendel Dwarf’s plotline, which depicts 

the life and work of Gregor Mendel, already described on page 30 of this thesis.40

 

 The author 

goes into detail and depicts Mendel’s life and experiments vividly and expressively:  

[…] the man spent hours and hours tending his plants, pollinating, scoring, labelling, 
harvesting, drying, putting seeds away for the next year, puzzling and pondering, 
counting and tallying […]. Visitors were in the presence of a man inspired – a 
Beethoven or a Goethe – and all they saw was a dumpy, self-deprecating little friar 
with a sense of irony, a man who taught in the local high school and had a reputation 
for being reasonable and fair to his students, a man who smiled vaguely at the world 
through spectacles whose lenses were clouded with dust and, doubtless, pollen. (MD 
89, 90) 

 
Mawer mingles facts with fiction, extrapolates details from Mendel’s life (for example how 

his meetings with Frau Rotwang went) based on the background of facts supported by 

historical evidence, such as Mendel’s own notes. 

The history of eugenics is presented in a few short passages interspersed among the 

two plotlines. Benedict talks about a number of eugenicists and their wicked work, such as 

Francis Galton, Sir Ronald Fisher, Karl Pearson, E. B. Ford, Cyril Burt, Henry Goddard, 

Richard Lynn and Trofim Denisovich Lysenko.41

                                                 
40For the history of genetics up to present see the theoretical part of this thesis, pages 19-21.  

 When Benedict gives the lecture “The New 

Eugenics”, he begins with the history of eugenics: 

41See the theoretical part of this thesis, pages 22, 23 for Galton, Goddard, Pearson and Lysenko.  
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It began in the early years of the century with the foundation of such organisations as 
the Society for Racial Hygiene in Germany and the Eugenics Education Society in 
Britain. It reached an important marker in 1933 with the Eugenic Sterilisation Law in 
Germany, and high tide in 1939, by which time almost four hundred thousand German 
men and women had undergone eugenic sterilisation. (MD 282) 
 

The author employs clear, almost austere language in this historical note to make it 

correspond with reality. The eugenic organisations, including the American Eugenics Society, 

are mentioned earlier in the novel as well, with a remark that they strived for the adoption of 

legislation that would maintain the genetic fitness of the population (MD 191). 

All the scientists in the novel are real historical figures, except for Benedict, his 

colleagues (for example Olga and Patricia) and Gottlieb Weiss, later Doctor Godley Wise, a 

fictional character who was Benedict’s great-grandfather and a former freak-show manager, 

which means that he organised circuses “of the deformed and the dispossessed” (MD 60), 

which is yet another ironic twist, given Benedict’s condition.  

Regarding The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, the author embodies real historical facts 

and personages in the novel and mingles them with the fictional parts. For example, Ned tells 

Marian that Clément worked on the critical mass problem, on the calculations Perrin had used 

(MD 107). Francis Perrin calculated a critical mass of 40 tons of fissionable material – a solid 

sphere of uranium oxide. He also analysed how this figure could be reduced when the 

material was surrounded by a casing which reflects escaped neutrons back into the fissile 

material, giving them another chance at causing fissions.42

The second explanatory passage (the dialogue between Marian and Clément) involves 

most of the history of nuclear physics within the novel. Mawer is correct regarding the 

beginnings of the work on nuclear chain reaction: “‘Hahn and Strassmann started it, yes – 

when they did their first work on fission’” (GF 254)

 Clément’s work is thus based on 

the non-fictional work of Perrin, fiction meets facts.  

43. In the following extract, Clément has 

already explained what heavy water means44

  

 and continues: 

‘It was Kowarski’s pet project. He and von Halban took our entire supply with them 
when they escaped from Bordeaux, one hundred and eighty-six litres of the stuff, all 
from Norway. The world’s total supply, in fact. We smuggled it into France during the 

                                                 
42Source: Reed, Bruce Cameron. The History and Science of the Manhattan Project, page 98; the reader can find 
this information on page 106 of the novel: “Francis Perrin, another man in Joliot’s team, made an estimate of 
how much uranium you’d need to guarantee that the chain reaction happens. He called it la masse critique. He 
calculated forty-four tons. Or, with a casting that could reflect escaping neutrons back into the mass, a mere 
thirteen. ” 
43See the theoretical part of this thesis, page 25. 
44See 1.2. and the theoretical part of this thesis, page 25. 
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spring of 1940 but we barely had time to start any experiments before we had to get it 
out.’ (GF 254) 
 

Even though the information above is probably not familiar to a number of readers, all of this 

really happened and the information is almost accurate. The only difference is that the mass of 

the transferred heavy water was 185 litres in reality, one litre less than Mawer asserts (Dahl, 

333).  

 In his explanations to Marian, Clément also mentions Niels Bohr, a famous theoretical 

physicist, one of the founders of quantum mechanics: “‘You know Bohr? I used to talk about 

him a lot. Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist, the most important man since Einstein’” (GF 

251). Moreover, all the nuclear physicists in the following extract are real historical figures45

   

:  

Frisch, Szilárd, Peierls, Franz Simon, a dozen others. And then there’s Perrin, von 
Halban and Kowarski from the Collège. Fermi is already in the US and so is Bruno 
Pontecorvo, who worked here under Fred [Joliot] a few years ago, and Teller and 
some others. And now they’ve got Bohr. (GF 252) 
 

Mawer thus incorporates a number of real physicists into the novel. The only physicists that 

are fictional are Ned and Clément. 

 To summarise, there are real historical facts presented in both novels, though the focus 

on the history of science is stronger in Mendel’s Dwarf. In either novel, both real and fictional 

scientists are featured. In Mendel’s Dwarf, the fictional characters are Benedict, his colleagues 

and his great-grandfather. However, they do not interact with the real historical figures. While 

Benedict compares himself to Mendel, thoroughly describes his work and criticises past 

eugenicists, he meets neither Mendel nor any other scientist. This is evident because 

Benedict’s plotline is set in the 90s. On the other hand, in the Girl Who Fell from the Sky, the 

only fictional scientists are Ned and Clément, but they live in the same period as the non-

fictional scientists, work with them. There is even a meeting with Kowarski, the real 

physicist, portrayed in the novel. 

 

2.2. Didactic Embedding of Science into the Novels 
 

Mawer’s approach to science in both the novels is often didactic. That is to say, the 

parts of the novel related to a scientific topic sometimes resemble a class lecture. Mawer, 

without a doubt, took advantage of his teaching career and provided the reader with an 

                                                 
45Namely Otto R. Frisch, Leó Szilárd, Rudolf E. Peierls, Franz Simon, Jean B. Perrin, Hans von Halban, Lew 
Kowarski, Enrico Fermi, Bruno Pontecorvo, J. Frédéric Joliot-Curie, Edward Teller and Niels Bohr. 
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elaborate, yet layman’s explanation of scientific topics such as: DNA structure, modern 

procedures in molecular genetics, the horrors of old and potential horrors of new eugenics and 

the mechanisms that led to the creation of the atomic bomb. 

One of the didactic aspects of Mendel’s Dwarf is that it aims to be well organized. The 

author does not simply mingle the explanation of the key terms with the plot but clarifies 

them in separate subchapters instead (“Meet My Maker, the Mad Molecule”, “The Message”, 

“The Genetic Code”, “Finding the Gene” and “Trout Hatcheries”). This makes it easier for the 

reader to orient themselves in the book in case they are searching for a piece of scientific 

information. 

Mawer is aware that his explanations are often didactic and makes it explicit when 

Benedict describes to Jean the shape (double helix) and structure of the DNA molecule: “I 

draw a diagram on a paper napkin to explain. I’m afraid it’s my didactic manner once more, 

but it brings results; she leans forward to look” (MD 117). Benedict’s manner is didactic 

because he uses the visual aid – the diagram drawn, to explain the matter. Mendel uses visual 

aids, too. During his lecture for the Brünn Society for Natural Science on “Experiments in 

Plant Hybridisation, with Particular Reference to Pisum sativum, the Garden Pea” (MD 201), 

he projects slides with diagrams which show the results of fertilisation – how germinal and 

pollen cells are associated; for example, in the form of fractions, where pollen cells are above 

the line and germinal cells below:   
𝑨
𝑨
     𝑨

𝒂
     𝒂

𝑨
     𝒂

𝒂
  (MD 203). There are not only the 

illustrations of Mendel’s findings but also other illustrations scattered throughout the novel, 

e.g. the picture on page 134 depicts the pedigree of an extended family of circus dwarfs, 

which demonstrates the inheritance of dwarfism (it comes from Mendel himself when he 

studied it); the picture on page 231 illustrates the ratio of embryos carrying the mutation to 

those unaffected, as Benedict examines the DNA of embryos in a jelly under ultraviolet light 

and microscope. The ratio is fifty-fifty, actually – Benedict remarks that it was pure chance 

which conspired to make it so exact out of such a small sample. Altogether, the novel contains 

around a dozen illustrations, either genetic like the ones described above, or historical, e.g. the 

inscription in gothic lettering in a village in Moravia announcing the village to be the 

childhood home of Gregor Mendel, or a picture of Mendel’s own notes. The illustrations 

usually help the reader understand what is being discussed and serve as elaborate didactic 

tools.  

The fact that Benedict often addresses the reader directly contributes greatly to the 

didactic character of the scientific passages in the novel. For example, he even introduces his 

explication about X and Y chromosomes in male’s cells and two X chromosomes in females’ 
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with the words: “A short, and I hope unnecessary, biology lesson” (MD 155). The following 

text indeed resembles a lesson; for example the sentence: “This means that the sperm cells 

from each male may either carry an X or a Y chromosome; whereas all the eggs from a 

female will carry an X” (MD 155) is introduced with “this means that” and “either” and “or” 

are emphasised. 

 Benedict even gives the reader his own test. First, the reader is asked to read each of 

the three eugenic quotations following on the page and after that, he is instructed as follows: 

“Now here’s the task, and it is a difficult one: you have to identify which quotation comes 

from the writings of Henry Goddard; which comes from the pen of Karl Pearson; and which is 

from Adolf Hitler. Don’t cheat” (MD 247). The correct answer is provided in a footnote, with 

the corresponding works appropriately cited, e.g.: “Pearson (with Moul, Annals of Eugenics, 

1925)”. This passage is clearly didactic – it aims to make the reader think and to educate 

them, while the reader is addressed as “you”. Cole Moreton, an author, journalist and 

broadcaster, would label the test as a game between Benedict and the reader. In The 

Independent article on the novel, he points out that “this dark, funny, bitter, cute little novel is 

pock-marked with rhetorical questions and games between the narrator and his audience” 

(Moreton, online). An example of a set of succeeding rhetorical questions occurs after the 

depiction of Mendel’s conception in a peasant cottage in Heinzendorf, now Hynčice in the 

Czech Republic: “Did the particular sets of chromosomes that came together then bring with 

them Gregor Mendel’s particular future? Was that written in the genes? Can you possess 

genes for genius?” (MD 30) 

Apart from the visual aids, Benedict clarifies some expressions during his lecture on 

achondroplasia, among them the ambiguous expression “domain”: “‘I would like to make a 

comment on that word domain, in the manner of a Bible scholar offering a gloss’” (MD 209). 

He continues with the meaning of the word (a district, a region, etc.) and points out that while 

a dictionary provides other, specialist uses – a physics one, two mathematical and a logical 

one, it does not provide the particular biochemical one which Benedict has in mind – “a more 

or less functionally distinct region within the tertiary structure of a protein” (MD 209). The 

author thus, seemingly incidentally, even teaches the reader all the possible meanings of the 

word “domain”. 

Mawer’s didactic approach is underlined by a number of footnotes which provide 

additional details (these are either one of many scientific notes, sources of information, 

explanations or actual webpage links) on genetic/eugenic topics. The author aims to be 

accurate and even corrects himself in the later editions of the novel as it was first published in 

1997 and the research has advanced since then. Thus, he provides an additional footnote 
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which corrects his previous guess that there were maybe as many as 100,000 genes in the 

entire human genome: “Ben was wrong. With the publication of the human genome in 2001, 

it turns out that there are no more than about 23,000 genes in the whole human genome” (MD 

120). It is a rare authorial entry and it proves Mawer’s words in the Acknowledgements where 

he gives thanks for the help of two researchers (from Zurich University and London School of 

Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) who gave him much assistance with the technical aspects of 

molecular biology, and assigns any errors to Benedict. 

Apart from the five subchapters, there is a great deal of science embedded in the novel 

naturally – intertwining with the plot. For example while Benedict is delivering his lecture on 

The New Eugenics, Jean is delivering their child; the lecture is alternating with the depiction 

of the childbirth. Mawer uses informal language in his explanations to Jean and semi-formal 

language during his lectures. Employing humour, he broadens the horizon of the reader quite 

easily, as Moreton veraciously sums it up: “True, there is a lot of science to get through – but 

the reader seems to acquire knowledge by accident, thanks to Mawer’s simplicity and wit” 

(Moreton, online). 

In The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, the author favours the didactic approach because 

he needs to instruct Marian as well as the reader as efficiently as possible. The situation when 

Ned explains the basic mechanisms of atomic bomb creation to Marian illustrates this. Firstly, 

Ned uses figurative language and visual aids such as his hands. He explains that atomic nuclei 

are held together by great forces. When a nucleus of uranium is hit with a neutron, it produces 

two nuclei right next to each other (barium and krypton), while releasing energy and neutrons: 

“He made a ball of his hands, fingertips touching, and then collapsed the ball into his two 

fists” (GF 105). These neutrons may then hit additional nuclei, which once again release 

energy and neutrons. The amount of released energy thus increases exponentially – this 

process is called a nuclear chain reaction. Ned also explains the mechanism by which energy 

is released: normally, nuclei are very far apart with respect to their dimensions (“‘If the 

nucleus were the size of your fist – he’d held up his own – then the outer limits of that one 

atom, the outer edge of its emptiness, would be about half a mile away’” (104)), but right after 

fission, they are very close. They fly away at great speed to retain their correct distances, 

which releases energy. The explanation of this process is achieved by the joint effort of the 

participants of the dialogue – when Ned says: “‘But nuclei shouldn’t be close together like 

that. They should be –’”, Marian replies: “‘Half a mile apart! No, twice that. They should be a 

mile apart’” (GF 105)! The energy thus released is on the order of electron volts, which is in 

fact a very small amount, “‘enough to move a grain of sand’” (GF 105). But since a kilogram 

of uranium contains a vast number of atoms (as Ned describes it: “‘imagine twenty-five with 
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twenty-three zeros after it’” (GF 106)), the resulting amount of energy is enormous. However, 

since the nuclei are relatively small, it is very hard for a free neutron to hit any of them. Thus, 

to guarantee that a chain reaction happens, there has to be a sufficient number of uranium 

atoms. Their minimum mass is called the critical mass, “la masse critique”46,47

Secondly, Ned repeats some facts to better explain them and to highlight their 

importance, which also makes them easier to remember:  

 (GF 106). Ned 

then employs another physical illustration in his explanation when he brings two large stones 

that stand for the lumps of uranium metal, each one a fraction below the critical mass, and 

hands them to Marian: “‘Imagine it’s uranium. It’s greyish and shiny. Quite decorative, really. 

Now smash the two together’” (GF 108). Marian does as she is told, there is a smell of sparks 

and Clément remarks: “‘There! That’s all there is to it. You’ve just blown London off the map 

and out of history. Vaporised’” (GF 108). Ned hence uses imagination to make Marian 

understand his words better. Mawer thus created the character of the poetic, creative scientist, 

which is in accordance with his statement that he “couldn’t see why a scientist should not 

have recourse to wit and imagination” (see the theoretical part of his thesis, page 9).  

 
‘If each decaying atom releases at least two neutrons then those neutrons could hit two 
more uraniums, making them split up in turn. You understand the idea? Atomic 
billiards, but each single collision creating the possibility of two further collisions. 
You’d get a cascade of uranium atoms splitting up, one causing two others, two 
causing four, four causing eight, and so on. An exponential increase. They call it a 
chain reaction.’ (GF 104) 
 

In this explanation of a nuclear chain reaction, the numeral two is stressed and repeated. The 

explanatory style of the extract is emphasized by the question “You understand the idea?” as 

well. It seems to surpass the story and be addressed not only to Marian, but also to the reader.  

When Marian’s thoughts drift away to Clément and how he tried to explain his work 

to her when she was a teenager, Ned checks whether she is paying attention and continues in 

the explanatory way:  

 
If you want to understand, you’ve got to listen.’ ‘I am listening.’  

                                                 
46The critical mass is “the minimum mass of uranium that has to be assembled in one place in order to have a 
self-sustaining reaction which in principle continues until all of the uranium has fissioned, or (more likely) the 
material heats itself up and disperses.” Source: Reed, Bruce Cameron. The History and Science of the Manhattan 
Project, page 98. 
47Francis Perrin calculated the critical mass of forty-four tons of uranium and published that in the Comptes 
Rendus so it was open to the public (MD 106). Ned also informs Marian that the value for the critical mass is 
much lower when the proportion of uranium 235 in a sample is increased (uranium 235 makes up only 0.3% of 
natural uranium, the remaining 99.7% is made of uranium 238). Much lower means it is in order of pounds, not 
tons – and possible to be delivered by an aircraft. 
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‘The point is, you must have a sufficiently large mass of uranium. That’s crucial. 
Remember what I’ve told you before: atoms are mainly nothing at all. The nuclei are 
like dust motes in an empty room, hard to hit and far apart. Neutrons can go a long 
way before encountering one, so if you haven’t got enough mass the neutrons simply 
escape into the air before they actually hit other atoms. (GF 106) 
 

The employment of the expressions “the point is”, “that’s crucial” and “remember what I’ve 

told you before“, as well as the use of simile (the nuclei are like dust motes) add to the 

didactic style of this extract. Moreover, the pronoun “you”, which is employed in both the 

previous extracts, is repeated throughout the passage concerning this scientific topic (pages 

102-109) and invokes the direct involvement of Marian/the listener/reader. The whole passage 

aims to make the reader understand what it conveys.   

 The second passage focused exclusively on science, written as a dialogue between 

Marian and Clément, contains didactic elements as well. When Marian says: “‘I heard Ned 

talk about heavy water. What is it? It sounds ridiculous. Heavy water and light air. Some 

scientific fantasy’”, Clément replies: “‘It’s a form of water that can be used to encourage 

fission’” (254). The question and the answer resemble an in-class discussion and the author 

contrasts “heavy water and light air” to make it easier for the reader to remember the “heavy 

water” term. 

To summarise, both the passages seem to educate the reader either about the 

mechanisms of nuclear physics or about its development. However, the first passage is not 

limited to the mechanisms and the second one to the development; instead the two are 

complementary.  

The didactic conception of science permeates the novel also when Marian is given a 

key with a microdot which carries a letter to Clément: “Inside that cavity – it’s less than two 

millimetres across – is what we call a microdot. Maybe you are already familiar with such 

things? A piece of photographic film little bigger than a fullstop” (GF 94). “What we call” 

and the succeeding rhetorical question make up the didactic character of the conversation 

which seems, once again, to educate both Marian and the reader.   

What may count as another proof of the didactic conception of science in both the 

novels is that science is referred to as being easy to understand. This notion precedes 

scientific explanations: Benedict claims his work to be “very simple” and then immediately 

begins to explain to Jean the shape and structure of the DNA molecule. Ned, looking 

impatient and almost angry, tells Marian that “‘it’s not that difficult’” (GF 104), after she has 

confessed that she and their family were hardly listening and when they were listening, they 

did not really understand when Ned talked about the matter before. “‘That’s the trouble with 
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people. They just don’t try to understand’”, he complains and goes ahead to explain the 

nuclear chain reaction (GF 104). The author most likely intends to present science as 

something easy to comprehend to encourage the reader to continue reading the scientific 

explanations that follow.  

To conclude, in both novels Mawer evidently aspires to educate the reader via the 

characters. In Mendel’s Dwarf, Benedict explains scientific matters to Jean, gives lectures or 

addresses the reader directly. In The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, the reader is instructed only 

alongside Marian, by her brother and her friend, both scientists; no lectures are given and the 

reader is not addressed directly. However, in either novel, the pronoun “you” and visual aids 

are used to communicate scientific explanations. In Mendel’s Dwarf, “you” stands either for 

Jean or the reader, in the second novel, it stands for Marian only. 

 

2.3. Depiction of the Scientists in the Novels 
 

During Marian’s waiting for the aircraft drop, in the middle of a cold night, she is 

thinking about the universe and about Ned: 

 
She looks up into the stars and for a moment, a fraction of a moment, she feels the 
depth of space, the void, that aching absence. What is the temperature of outer space, 
up there between the stars? Surely Ned knows things like that, Ned with his wayward 
and persistent mind, Ned with his brilliance and his anxieties. (GF 172) 

 
Ned’s mind, the scientist’s mind, is depicted almost stereotypically. It is actually from the 

first time that Ned appears in the novel that he is described as a typical scientist. His mind 

wanders off in the scientific field and leaves the charlady complaining about the messy flat, in 

which “books were crammed into every available shelf and piled on the floor. His desk was 

littered with papers” (GF 26). More importantly, his mind is imaginative (e.g. he takes the 

characters “Tweedledum” and “Tweedledee” from Through the Looking-Glass, the sequel to 

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and makes them stand for real matter and antimatter). He 

uses figurative language and creates visual aids when he explains scientific matters to Marian 

(See subchapter 2.2. “Didactic Embedding of Science into the Novels”). 

  Clément is similar to Ned, but is portrayed as more mature and more practical than 

him. The reader does not get to know Clément in such detail as Ned but can guess, drawing 

on their cooperative, inventive childhood games, that they are equally imaginative. 

Benedict is self-confident in his work as a molecular geneticist and never complains 

openly about his dwarfism. Instead of self-pity, he employs a cynical sense of humour in his 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Through_the_Looking-Glass�
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private life as well as during his lectures. He is depicted as a very intelligent and slightly 

arrogant person: “I got a first class degree. You expected that, didn’t you? I got a first, and I 

got a Medical Research Council grant, and I slid with ease into what I was destined for” (MD 

57). The nature of Benedict’s talk is sometimes overly self-confident. At the same time, there 

is a kind of bitterness in it, belonging to someone who has been suffering for a long time and 

has managed to hide it behind intelligence, cynicism and sarcasm. After his speech about 

Mendel, the secretary of the association joins a chairman’s praise: “‘Gee, Ben[edict], that’s 

wonderful. So brave, so brave …’”(MD 5) Jean considers Benedict brave as well, for all his 

work, for his strength to stand on the podium and give lectures while people stare at him. 

Benedict cynically tells the reader what he always tells Jean: “In order to be brave, you’ve got 

to have a choice” (MD 5). As he was born a dwarf, he does not have any choice but to face the 

life he has. One way of coping with his life is by his research, which attempts to locate the 

gene which causes achondroplasia. He does not perceive conducting the research as being 

brave, but as necessary. Another way of coping is through his cynicism. He even overtly 

makes fun of himself sometimes, for example when he asks the reader to let him tell a joke: 

“When I was still an undergraduate, I thought a girl had fallen in love with me. A normal girl, 

I mean” (MD 49). He ridicules himself at the very end of the novel, too. As he is hurrying to 

the clinic where Jean lies, while it is pouring with rain – the last words of the novel are: 

“Watch: a dwarf, panicking through puddles” (MD 309). Besides making fun of himself, he 

tries to reject emotions, even in the situation when Jean lies unconscious at the hospital after a 

problem during the delivery. He assures the reader that he will stay distant from emotions: 

“Don’t worry. I’m not going to lose my grip on things. Benedict Lambert is not going to 

embarrass you. He is going to remain calm and remote from the muddy universe of the 

emotions” (MD 295). But as it has been already mentioned, Benedict’s humour is employed 

in his scientific explanations as well, with the purpose of making science sound gripping. 

During one of her conversations with Benedict, Jean asks him what he does, she wants 

an explanation. Benedict claims that the important fact is that it is very simple. He shows it by 

the poetic comparison between molecular geneticists and the “quintessential scientists”: 

 
Nuclear physicists, astronomers, chemists – the quintessential scientists, the inheritors 
of alchemy – have always lived in a world apart, a world bound by the impenetrable 
barriers of complex equations, of techniques and ideas beyond the feeble grasp of you 
and me. Not we molecular geneticists. Oh yes, there is a bit of trickery. You need a 
certain aptitude for puzzles, for riddles, for brain-teasers – but little more. If you have 
a gift for anagrams or a fluency with crosswords, or if you can worry away at the kind 
of conundrum you find inside the back cover of a magazine, then you could do it too 
[…]. (MD 116) 
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He thus compares molecular genetics research techniques to puzzle or conundrum solving, 

where all one needs is logical, analytical thinking. Based on the comparison above, Ned and 

Clément are considered to be the “quintessential scientists”, working in an impalpable area, 

while Benedict a kind of anagram solver, working with concrete, understandable material and 

employing simple techniques. He compares the techniques to haute-cuisine cookery, which is 

occasionally tricky, but nothing that Jean could not manage. Particularly, work with human 

genetic material means “the dish and the cook are one and the same thing, which brings a 

pleasant tartness to the palate” (MD 116).  

To sum up, the common characteristic of Ned, Clément and Benedict is their 

intelligence and self-confidence. Regarding imagination, the most imaginative scientist, based 

on what is written in the novels, is Ned, followed by Benedict and Clément. Benedict differs 

from the other two: not only does he not belong to the “quintessential scientists”, but also, 

more importantly, he differs in his sense of humour, which is mostly cynical. While Clément 

and Ned do not make fun of themselves and do not try to mask or block their emotions, 

Benedict definitely does. However, Benedict’s humour is employed in his scientific 

explanations and makes them easier to follow. On the other hand, there is no humour in the 

scientific explanations in The Girl Who Fell from the Sky but it would not fit the atomic bomb 

research at all, anyway. Another big difference is that Benedict is the main character of the 

novel, while the other two scientists are not, so the reader accordingly gets to know Benedict 

the best. 

 
2.4. Different Roles of Science in the Novels  

 

2.4.1. Science as the Basis for Figures of Speech 

 

 Mawer employs figures of speech, most frequently metaphors and similes, to make the 

description of science more fresh and vivid. The novels thus achieve high aesthetic quality. 

This subchapter focuses on the examples of figures of speech in the novels. In the following 

extracts from Mendel’s Dwarf, Mawer uses metaphors and similes to compare scientific 

concepts to real-life things or situations, trying to make science more attractive, aesthetic and 

more comprehensible.  

For example, a simile is employed to underline the enormous number of bases in the 

DNA molecule: “Strings of these paired letters go on and on and on into the distance, like the 

sleepers of a railway”, as well as their complementary nature: “One side is the message, the 

other the anti-message. Sense and anti-sense, like a looking glass” (MD 118). 
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He metaphorically calls his research “a game of patience”, “a game of watch and wait” 

(MD 138), and even explicitly states that he is going to use figures of speech to outline how 

difficult it is to pick out a specific gene from the tens of thousands of different genes present 

in the blob of DNA (which is extracted from cells): “Analogies, metaphors, similes. Searching 

for a needle in a haystack, that’s the obvious one. There are 3.3 × 109 base pairs in the human 

genome, 3.3 billion letters” (MD 140). Besides the needle simile, he uses another: searching 

for a murderer among the whole population of a city, as well as the analogy that finding a 

single gene is like searching the Bible for a single sentence (MD 140).  

When Benedict describes the work at the laboratory, he uses the metaphor of a 

photocopier for the polymerase chain reaction: “PCR is the photocopier of the world of 

genetics, quick and easy and taken for granted” (MD 163). This reaction works in cycles, 

DNA cooling alternates with heating and the number of molecules of DNA doubles for each 

cycle, which he metaphorically calls: “Photocopying the messages of life” (MD 164). He also 

emphasises that to work with tiny amounts of DNA, one most work in the utmost sterility to 

prevent any stray bacteria from getting in and eating up the DNA sample. It is also important 

to avoid the danger that DNA from cells of one’s own skin may contaminate the sample. He 

describes the latter employing an analogy: “if you’re careless, you might end up amplifying 

your own DNA instead of the rapist’s. It would be like the witness to a crime identifying one 

of the innocent men standing in the identification line instead of the suspect” (MD 165).  

As Benedict tells us about the beginnings of living with Jean, he creates analogy 

which works the other way round – it does not compare scientific concepts to real-life things 

or situations but a real-life relationship to particle observation: “At the time I didn’t want to 

inquire too much, didn’t even want to talk about it, in case, as with so many phenomena in 

science, the mere act of observation changes what you are observing. Best leave it alone and 

see what happens48

 The reader can spot an additional figure of speech in the novel as well – 

personification. The author incorporates it very naturally by repeatedly personifying the DNA 

molecule: “Truth is, after all, only relative and even DNA, that most innocent of molecules, 

lies” (MD 185). By lying, he refers to the mutation of the dinucleotide sequence CG, which 

transforms into TG. When the molecule replicates, the error will be repeated (GC on the other 

strand in the ladder will mutate into AC) and this is actually responsible for dwarfism. 

Benedict says that the lie will be repeated again and again until it is finally mistaken for the 

truth, concluding “the result is me” (MD 185). 

” (MD 182). 

                                                 
48 This refers, among others, to the quantum mechanical phenomenon – see the theoretical part of this thesis, 
pages 26, 27. 
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 “The lie will have been repeated, and like any lie it may be repeated often enough to be 

mistaken for the truth. The result is me” (MD 185). 

Regarding The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, science-based figures of speech occur 

frequently as well. For example, while Marian thinks of Clément and her childhood during 

her training at Meoble Lodge, her memories also include the times when he and Ned played 

blind chess together, a kind of chess where each player could only see his own board, while 

Marian was an adjudicator: 

 
Her task was to watch the two boards, while each player saw only his own pieces and 
had to make guesses and estimates of what his opponent was doing. The play had been 
strangely disjointed, groping in the dark with incomplete information. Exactly like 
physics research, that’s what Clément used to say. Superposition and uncertainty. A 
quantum world. (GF 51) 
 

Here, the blind chess play is compared to quantum physics research. The simile is based on 

the incomplete information, superposition and uncertainty in blind chess play as well as in 

physics research. Superposition of particles (see the theoretical part of this thesis, pages 26, 

27) is compared to the superposition of the players’ figures because neither player can know 

the position of his opponent’s figures unless they are observed – which is exactly the case 

with electrons in quantum world. Regarding uncertainty, Heisenberg’s concept of uncertainty 

is referred to – a player can never measure the properties of his opponent’s figures precisely 

(see the theoretical part of this thesis, page 11).  

 This concept is also employed in an analogy regarding Clément’s marriage. Although 

he is very fond of his wife, the full story is complicated and appears different depending on 

the point of view. Marian compares it to particles: “‘Like those particles you used to talk 

about,’” and Clément replies: “‘You remember that, do you? If you know a particle’s 

momentum, you cannot know its position’” (GF 224). Marian points out that Clément’s 

momentum was always his research, which implies that it was not his personal life. 

An additional example of analogy which makes use of superposition in quantum 

mechanics is Marian’s memory which claims that superposition of thought is possible: “It was 

possible to hold two contradictory ideas at one and the same time just as it was possible, so 

Clément claimed, for a particle to be in two contradictory states at the same moment” (GF 

231). These two contradictory ideas refer to her lying in her bed in school dormitory in reality 

and in Clément’s arms in her imagination (already mentioned), while the contradictory state 

on the sub-atomic level means that electrons behave like a wave and a particle both at the 

same time.  
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As Marian is finishing a course at Beaulieu, the training for spies, she writes to Ned 

and employs the concepts of matter (terrene matter) and antimatter (contraterrene matter) 

when she explains her fictional identity of Alice Thurrock:  

 
I remember your explaining that Tweedledum and Tweedledee stood for real matter 
and a new kind of material that is the exact opposite. Terrene and contraterrene, was 
that what you called it? Maybe I am like that. Everyone around me is real and I am 
unreal. Perhaps that is why they don’t notice me… (GF 77) 

 
This simile says that while the other people are real, Alice is like antimatter – she has a 

fictional, unreal identity, she is indeed like Alice in Wonderland, which is her favourite 

analogy. Ned uses the literary creations of Lewis Carrol, “Tweedledum” and “Tweedledee”, 

as well as creates his own. For instance, when he explains to Marian how a uranium nucleus 

splits after it is hit with a neutron (into two new elements, barium and krypton, while 

releasing a massive amount of energy and neutrons), he adds that when it was discovered, the 

splitting was “‘as startling as firing a peashooter at a diamond and – ping! – the diamond 

splits open…and becomes two new jewels altogether. Ruby and sapphire, say’” (GF 103). In 

order to show how completely unexpected and astonishing the splitting at the time of its 

discovery was, Ned creates this imaginative analogy. 

When Marian is let inside Clément’s flat and is waiting for him, she recalls, in her 

interior monologue, her brother Ned, who lives in London but emerges from her memories 

because he is Clément’s old friend. Marian employs Schrödinger’s Cat – a thought 

experiment in the area of the philosophy of science, to describe it by a simile: “Ned is here 

and he is not here, both at the same time, like that bloody cat they told her about, the cat that 

was both dead and not dead. What was the name? Schrödinger. Schrödinger’s Cat49

Mawer returns to Schrödinger’s Cat during Marian’s talk with Clément over a glass of 

wine. Clément is recalling his childhood feelings towards Marian but she does not want to 

hear, she does not want them to say things they will regret in the morning. Clément disagrees 

– how can they tell they will regret them until they have said them? He compares it to 

Schrödinger’s Cat experiment: “‘That sounds like one of the more abstruse aspects of physics. 

Schrödinger’s Cat, neither dead nor alive until –’”, to which Marian replies: “‘You open the 

box’” (GF 229). The analogy says that just like we cannot know whether the cat is alive or 

dead until we have opened the box, so Clément does not know if they will regret the things or 

not until they have said them. 

” (GF 

210).  

                                                 
49A cat cannot be both dead and alive at the same time, of course – see the theoretical part of this thesis, page 27. 
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All of the above mentioned analogies from The Girl Who Fell from the Sky have the 

same direction – they compare real-life situations, the children’s play or even Marian herself 

to scientific concepts (except for Ned’s analogy for uranium atom splitting, which works the 

other way round). In the two following paragraphs, not analogies, but science-based 

metaphors are exemplified. 

While waiting for Clément, Marian recalls the concept of quantum entanglement50

 Towards the end of the novel, when Marian has been betrayed, the police have her 

description and the whole of Paris is looking for her, she describes herself to Clément 

metaphorically: “‘I’m a danger to everyone.’ She attempts a smile. ‘Radioactive’” (GF 325). 

Clément shrugs: “‘I’m used to that. All you have to do with something that is radioactive is 

keep it in a lead-lined container’” (GF 325), which is an instance of Mawer’s didactic 

approach again. 

 and 

uses it as a metaphor to describe her current feeling: “Entanglement was a term they used, 

entangled particles. And now she feels the entanglement of past and present, of Marian Sutro 

and Anne-Marie Laroche, of Ned and Madeleine and Clément” (GF 210). If a particle is 

entangled, it cannot be fully described without reference to other particle(s). This is also the 

case with Marian’s past and present, with her previous (Marian) and current (Anne Marie) 

identities. 

To recapitulate, both the novels are enhanced by science which appears in the many 

instances of figures of speech, mostly similes and metaphors. Mawer’s favourite device is 

analogy, or simile – he most often compares real-life situations to scientific concepts or vice 

versa. Both novels employ science-related figures of speech in abundance. The resulting 

language is thus very poetic, which is also typical for Mawer’s other works. 

 

2.4.2. Science as the Basis for Ethical Questions 

 

Mawer enriches the novels by contemplating the ethical aspects of scientific 

development. In Mendel’s Dwarf, the ethical aspects of genetic research are prominent; the 

novel focuses on ethical dilemmas of past and modern eugenics. Modern eugenics is 

supported by the genetic research which makes possible the existence of in vitro fertilisation, 

                                                 
50“Quantum entanglement is a quantum mechanical phenomenon in which the quantum states of two or more 
objects have to be described with reference to each other, even though the individual objects may be spatially 
separated.” Source: ScienceDaily, http://www.sciencedaily.com/terms/quantum_entanglement.htm , retrieved 14 
October 2015. 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/terms/quantum_entanglement.htm�
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population screening for genetic disease or embryo selection and will make possible gene 

therapy in the future51,52

When Benedict explains the structure of the DNA molecule to Jean, he uses the 

metaphor of a Jacob’s ladder with an ethical implication: “‘The molecule has the shape of a 

twisted ladder,’ I tell her. ‘A Jacob’s ladder, if you like, but a Jacob’s ladder that goes both 

ways; we may use it to attempt to ascend to the throne of God...but we can also use it to 

descend into the pit. So beware’” (MD 117). Further explanation is not given, but Benedict is 

most probably referring to the positives and negatives of modern genetics. To ascend to the 

throne of God could mean to make rational use of the genetic research while to descend into 

the pit could stand for misusing the research for modern eugenic reasons. 

 (MD 275). 

Regarding the old eugenics, he presents the facts, including that in 1933, Germany had 

passed the Sterilisation Law and by 1935, twenty-nine American states had already adopted 

sterilisation laws as well. Atrocious sterilisations of “the feebleminded, the schizophrenic, the 

epileptics, the alcoholics, and those with serious bodily malformations” (MD 196) had begun. 

Strangely enough, abortion was allowed only under certain circumstances. “Even by the 

eugenicists it was, you see, considered immoral,” (MD 196) Benedict points out, remaining 

surprisingly neutral. He presents the past in a matter-of-fact way, avoiding the fact that he 

would have to be sterilised under those conditions at that time as well. However, the reader 

can feel the strong criticism and disgust that lies beneath, and is in fact enhanced by his 

impersonal style of talk. 

 In his lecture “The New Eugenics” at the end of the novel, Benedict contrasts the 

“old” and “new” eugenics:  

 
‘At least the old eugenics was governed by some kind of theory, however dreadful it 
may have been. The new eugenics, our eugenics, is governed only by the laws of the 
marketplace. You get what you can pay for.’ […] ‘We have within our grasp the future 
of mankind, and as things are going the future will be chosen according to the same 
criteria as people now choose silicone breast implants and liposuction and hair 
transplants. It will be eugenics by consumer choice, the eugenics of the marketplace. 
All masquerading as freedom.’ (MD 286) 
 

The author thus presents the opinion that it is not correct for people to design a child with 

preferred qualities. He does not consider the new eugenics to be an expression of freedom of 

                                                 
51“Gene therapy is currently only being tested for the treatment of diseases that have no other cures.” Source: 
Genetics Home Reference. “What is gene therapy?” http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/handbook/therapy/genetherapy, 
retrieved 24 November 2015  
52See the theoretical part of this thesis, subchapter “Eugenics”, pages 22-24. 

http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/handbook/therapy/genetherapy�
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choice but to be a dictate of marketplace53

Just before Benedict tells Hugo the truth about who the actual father of Jean’s child is, 

he tells the reader a story. The story is about a woman who underwent in vitro fertilisation and 

was carrying twins. However, because of a mistake in the process, there had been 

contamination with sperm from a different man and she gave birth to one “white-skinned” 

(“like Mummy and Daddy”) and one “black” child. Benedict describes this as “science as 

practical joke” (MD 298), and drives at the moral dilemmas again: “Maybe that’s all we’re 

worth. Slapstick comedy” (MD 298). 

, disguised as freedom. What is ambiguous is the 

question of genetic disorder. Benedict tells the audience that now we can choose only healthy 

embryos to be implanted and thus avoid the necessity of having to abort unwanted foetuses. 

Hence “‘you improve the genetic stock without even mentioning the idea…’” (MD 285) Even 

though the improvement of the genetic stock was the credo of the old, and, terrible, eugenic 

programs, who would want a child with a severe genetic disease when there is a possibility of 

genetic diagnosis of pre-implantation embryos nowadays (MD 284)? 

In the Girl Who Fell from the Sky, it is the possibility of the creation of the atomic 

bomb that inspires a number of ethical questions. So thinks Kowarski, the physicist, when 

Marian and Ned come to visit him to his office at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge. If 

such a bomb was dropped, many people would die instantly, but the war, which has already 

claimed an enormous number of victims, would be over. Kowarski wants to help Marian to 

persuade Clément to come to England and work on the atomic bomb project. He instructs her 

to tell Clément that “Kowarski needs him” because otherwise all the project will be led by the 

Anglo-Saxons or even Americans (Clément and Kowarski are both French). She should also 

tell him that he is nearly at the critical point – on the trail of element ninety-four. Marian asks 

what this means and Kowarski replies, with a laugh, that it means the end of the war, “‘maybe 

the end of the world’” (GF 113). The discussion ends there, but these words haunt Marian 

throughout the novel. She is the only character who explicitly thinks about the ethical 

consequences of an atomic bomb drop and she reproaches Clément for his uninvolved 

attitude. He explains the effects of the atomic bomb explosion to her54

                                                 
53Although Benedict does not mention media, they would fit his description, which could read as follows: the 
eugenics of the marketplace, having recourse to media. 

 and concludes: “how 

can you expect me to get involved with something like that?” (GF 256) She tells him that 

Hamburg was raided by ordinary bombs a week ago and seven square miles of the city were 

54The whole of the centre of a city like Paris would be totally destroyed by just one atomic bomb, no building 
would be left standing and everyone would be killed. For a further three or four kilometres, the destruction 
would be the same as an ordinary bombing raid and a few people who might survive would die days later from 
the effects of radiation (GF 255, 256). 
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laid waste, killing fifty-eight thousand people. Regarding the number of people killed, she 

continues: 

 
‘What particular moral equation do you fit those figures into, Clément? You’re good 
with equations – your wave mechanics, or whatever you call it. How do these figures 
fit in? The problem with this war, Clément, is that there are no innocents. You can’t 
stay aside and say it wasn’t your fault. It’s everyone’s fault.’ (GF 256) 

 
By this accusation, Marian wanted to stress that there is no ethical excuse for the people 

killed, no “moral equation” to fit their number into. It seems likely to her that one atomic 

bomb dropped on Berlin would stop the war instantly. This ethical issue is then left open 

without any definite conclusion. The author just presents the opinion that people cannot stay 

aside during the war, doing nothing in order to end it, and think they are innocent at the same 

time.   

Marian returns to the contemplation of the consequences of bombing later in the 

novel: “She thinks of other equations, with values greater than any imagining. Equations 

solved by Clément and the big jovial Russian Lev Kowarski. Equations measuring life and 

death. Fifty-eight thousand. Is that the solution?” (GF 281) Equations which measure life and 

death stand for the ethical responsibility of scientists in making the atomic bomb. In reality, 

Einstein was well aware of the danger of nuclear weapons when he signed a warning letter to 

Roosevelt (see the theoretical part of this thesis, page 25). 

Additionally, there is one more novel from Mawer which deals with ethical aspect of 

science – The Glass Room. Science enters the novel when Nazi “scientists” enter the 

Landauer house to perform a series of measurements which aim to prove the difference 

between Aryans and so called sub races – Jew, Slavs, gypsies, etc. The villa is transformed 

into a laboratory, called the “biometric centre”, whose “scientists” aim to define “human and 

subhuman” (Mawer, The Glass Room 223).55

To summarise, Mawer makes the ethical aspects of science an inseparable part of any 

novel dealing with science, as it may be seen in both the novels in question as well as in The 

 All the personal information of the subjects who 

are about to be examined are filled in, all “in the interest of pure science” (Mawer, The Glass 

Room 222). Stahl, the director of the research centre, hides behind the profession of scientist 

and uses the profession to conceal the true nature of the work from the scientific staff as well 

as deny it to himself: “‘Remember, always remember, that we are first and foremost scientists. 

It is as scientists that we shall comport ourselves in this delicate work’” (Mawer, The Glass 

Room 220). All the “delicate” work is, of course, in favour of eugenics. 

                                                 
55For the plot summary of the novel see the theoretical part of this thesis, pages 6, 7. 
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Glass Room. In The Girl Who Fell from the Sky and The Glass Room, Mawer contemplates 

moral issues during the Second World War – the consequences of atomic bomb usage in the 

former and racist research for eugenic reasons in the latter. However, a moral focus is most 

prominent in Mendel’s Dwarf, where the author not only describes a number of horrors of the 

old eugenics but also looks into the future and ponders the morality of the new eugenics, 

which he worries may become the eugenics of the marketplace. A parallel could be drawn: in 

the same way that there were “no innocents” during the war, the morality of current genetic 

research is the responsibility of us all. 

 

2.4.3. Science as Terra Incognita  

 

In both the novels, science is sometimes depicted as something from a different world, 

something incomprehensible to ordinary people, remote from everyday life. Even though, this 

is often contradicted by the characters themselves who brand science as easy in order to 

emphasise the didactic agenda of the author.  

Moreton suggests that the reader could be discouraged by the scientific nature of 

Mendel’s Dwarf, but the novel “uses wit and an involving storyline to introduce us to a world 

we might have found off-putting” (Moreton, online). Mawer is aware of that. Although he 

tries to make science understandable on the one hand, on the other hand he intentionally 

makes it incomprehensible for some characters. This parallels the potential inability of the 

reader to grasp everything easily and immediately. 

For example when Benedict explains to Jean “the message of the genes”, she struggles 

to understand: “She shakes her head. ‘But what’s it all mean? It says “cat” there.’ She points 

with one slender and talon-tipped finger to the scrawl on the napkin. ‘And “tag.” It looks like 

gibberish to me’” (MD 118). The author created a little joke with Jean’s “cat” and “tag”, as he 

showed that the letters of the DNA bases can make actual words.  

Benedict often uses scientific terminology even during casual conversations. For 

example, when a conversation with Jean drifts to rosé wine, he shows off: “‘Pure red crossed 

with pure white makes rosé, like with sweet pea. […] Diabetes mellitus. Autosomal control 

with low penetrance’” (MD 156). Jean protests: “‘What on earth are you on about? You don’t 

half talk, you know. I don’t understand half of what you say sometimes, truly I don’t’” (MD 

156). He shrugs it off (“Penetrance is as pure as the driven snow. Mere genetic jargon” (MD 

156).) and leaves it unexplained. The term is not clarified until Benedict’s lecture on 

achondroplasia:  
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‘The most common form of dwarfism in humans is achondroplasia. This condition, 
characterised by disproportionate short stature, […], is inherited as an autosomal 
dominant character with 100-percent penetrance. Therefore there are no carriers of the 
condition. To possess one such gene is to own the deformity.’ (MD 206) 
 

This is quite typical of the novel – Benedict often provides the reader with scientific 

terminology which he does not explain at first, or does not explain at all. For example, at the 

very first page of the novel, he adds footnotes e.g. for curly hair – autosomal dominant and 

blue eyes – autosomal recessive without any further explanation. These terms are left for the 

reader to research. Another example are the terms “physiognomy” and “phrenology” as 

Benedict addresses Mendel’s “visionary” eyes: “Be suspicious of everything I have just 

written. He was merely shortsighted. Physiognomy is a pseudoscience, and crime has been 

committed in the name of phrenology” (MD 44). However, the author usually leads the reader 

in – he provides additional information from which it is possible to deduce the meaning of a 

new term, e.g. physiognomy (a pseudoscience which tries to deduce mental character from 

physical appearance): “You can tell nothing from a man’s appearance, nothing except the 

depths of your own prejudice” (MD 44). 

Regarding Mendel’s plotline, Frau Rotwang assured Mendel that his lecture was great, 

although she did not understand the results of fertilisations in the form of fractions at all: “‘It 

was fine.’ She laid a consoling hand on his arm. She hadn’t understood a word” (MD 205).  

In the Girl Who Fell from the Sky, science is sometimes regarded as incomprehensible 

for some characters as well. When Marian meets Ned, she recalls peculiar conversations 

between him and Clément when she was fifteen: “Ned and he used to talk physics while 

Marian hung on their words and tried to understand. But they spoke of incomprehensible 

mathematics and obscure ideas and absurd enthusiasms” (GF 32). Marian’s reflections as a 

layman, a fellow non-scientist, make the reader identify with her when she does not 

understand what her brother and her friend are talking about. 

Later, when Ned explains to her the nuclear chain reaction, the reader learns that she 

was used to such conversations: “Ned had tried to explain his world to her many times. It 

seemed a bizarre place, of nebulous ideas and cloudy realities” (GF 104). The conversations 

in the past were unclear for Marian but the present conversation with Ned starts to make sense 

– it is important for her to understand the problem because her mission is closely connected 

with it (as already mentioned). Ned and Clément are aware of that and she is given clear, quite 

detailed and effective explanations. 

The other characters express their incomprehension as well. When Marian talks to her 

parents about Clément, who worked on the same scientific research as Ned, Marian’s mother 
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remarks: “‘All that atomic stuff. I didn’t understand a word’” (67). And indeed, when Marian 

talks to Ned, she recalls how he and Clément used to talk about science all the time – she 

remembers no one understanding a word they were saying: “‘Daddy said it sounded like 

alchemy, turning base metal into gold. The philosopher’s stone. “What will you physicists 

come up with next?” he kept asking’” (GF 103). Ned says that their father thought it was a 

joke, “‘some kind of esoteric conjuring trick’” (GF 103). But just as Ned and Clément’s 

scientific talks used to sound “like alchemy”, the author sometimes makes science appear 

almost supernatural and enormously gripping, probably to echo his fascination. An example is 

Ned’s fascination with the splitting of the uranium atom: “‘Any scientist would have realised 

how fundamental it was.’ […] ‘It was totally unexpected, this splitting. I mean, really 

amazing’” (GF 103)! Making use of his imagination (as already mentioned), he emphasizes 

the scientists’ surprise by comparing firing a neutron at a uranium nucleus (which produces 

barium and krypton) to firing a peashooter at a diamond and getting ruby and sapphire. 

Another illustration of the failure of scientific comprehension is a situation when 

Marian, Clément and his colleague, a chemist, sit in the van driving them from Collège. The 

van is loaded with instruments (“some lead-lined containers that hold radioactive isotopes” 

(GF 330)) and Clément and the woman talk, “of dysprosium and lathanum, of cross-sections 

and neutron capture, while Alice [Marian] sits beside them and feels herself an intruder in a 

foreign world” (GF 330). Marian/Alice represents a layman reader, who would most probably 

not understand this conversation between the two scientists either. In this manner, the author 

motivates the reader to find out the information about the unexplained concepts by themselves 

and thus contributes to his didactic preoccupation. 

There is yet another example when science is likened to an unknown, foreign land. 

Clément is teasing Marian, giving her crazy, fantastic, sci-fi responses regarding his 

occupation, such as “‘I’m making a ray gun to shoot the Luftwaffe out of the sky’” (GF 27). 

She responds that he should not be silly, that that is just science fiction: “A super-bomb that 

would blow a whole city to the dust. A beam of deadly rays that would kill people with light. 

[…] The kind of nonsense you read about in bad novels” (GF 27). It seems to represent a 

foreboding of the development of the atomic bomb (super-bomb) with a beam of deadly rays 

that refer to the consequent radioactivity – the foreboding that the foreign world which 

Marian perceived only as the realm of bad science fiction, would become real. 

To conclude, science is sometimes portrayed as terra incognita in both of the novels. 

The reason for this is that the author probably assumes that scientific matters are not intended 

to be understood by everybody, which adds to the authenticity of the novels – the characters’ 

incomprehension could be compared to the possible incomprehension of the reader. What the 
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novels have in common, too, is that Mawer leaves some of the scientific terms and concepts 

completely unexplained. In this manner, he prompts the reader to find out more information 

by themselves, which exemplifies his didactic approach. 

 

2.4.4. Science as a Plot Twist Device 

 

Science permeates the plots of the novels to the point of influencing their 

development. In Mendel’s Dwarf, this happens when Benedict is about to choose the right 

embryos for Jean’s in vitro fertilisation: “Benedict Lambert is sitting in his laboratory playing 

God. He has eight embryos in eight little tubes. Four of the embryos are proto-Benedicts, 

proto-dwarfs; the other four are, for want of a better world, normal. How should he choose?” 

(MD 250) The rhetorical question is directed to the reader. Benedict has three possibilities: 

either to select two of the four “normal” embryos, or two of the four achondroplastics, or one 

“normal” embryo and one achondroplastic and leave the result “to blind and careless chance” 

(MD 251). As expected, he selects the “normal” embryos and Jean thus gives birth to a 

“normal” child; the possibility of embryo selection hence influences the plot because 

otherwise Jean would not risk her child being born a dwarf. Despite the fact that Benedict 

hates the eugenicists of the past and often criticises them in the novel – does he not become a 

eugenicist himself, in a way, when he chooses the normal embryos? It is difficult to delimit 

the borderline. 

 Science is important for the plot development of The Girl Who Fell from the Sky as 

well because Marian is sent to France to persuade Clément to join the British nuclear 

research. She is asked to take a letter to Clément, the letter which invites him to come to work 

in England. Science is involved in this detail as well – the letter is not an ordinary one, it is 

hidden in a small cavity in a key. The cavity will be found if the metal is filed down at the 

specific letter on the key and a microdot is found inside it. The scientific key is an important 

player in later plot development – Clément manages to read it and eventually decides to fly to 

England. 

To conclude, science is not employed in the novels for its own sake. While it is a vital 

part of the text, it is also a device used creatively to influence the plots of both the novels. 

 

2.4.5. Science as the Basis for Various Descriptions in the Novels 

 

Various descriptions which employ scientific terminology are presented in the novels. 

This subchapter aims to exemplify the descriptions in the Girl Who Fell from The Sky, which 
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occur mostly in Marian’s stream of thoughts – in the form of her memories and interior 

monologues. On the other hand, in Mendel’s Dwarf there are numerous scientific descriptions 

of the laboratory work and of Mendel’s experiments but Benedict’s inner monologue is absent 

– he says everything directly, pulling no punches. While Marian’s memories are important 

because they often employ scientific matters about which she was told by Ned in her 

childhood, Benedict does not need to return to his past because he works on his important 

research project in the present. There is only one scientific memory which he describes in 

detail in the novel – when he was sixteen years old, already fascinated by science, he 

managed to secretly observe his sperm under a microscope. It was the first time that he 

pointed to the fifty-fifty ratio of cells carrying achondroplastic gene and those not (he 

emphasizes this ratio again when he selects the embryos for Jean): “[…] I knew, oh, I knew 

that of every thousand that I saw within that brilliant circle of light, five hundred carried the 

command for height, for normality, for happiness and contentment; and five hundred bore the 

curse” (MD 29). We get to know that both of Benedict’s parents were “normal” and that he 

perceives himself as the result of “the malign hand of chance” (MD 5), literally labelling 

himself as cursed: “Chromosomes that were once my mother’s and my father’s are now mine. 

I have begun. And I am cursed” (MD 30).  

When Marian finds Clément’s flat in Paris and is about to take the lift, her thoughts 

wander into a scientific area when she thinks about a platform of steel filigree which moves 

according to Newtonian mechanics: “[…] a piece of machinery that moves with all the 

predictability of ordinary mechanics” (GF 209). On the other hand, her very recent experience 

of being interrogated and unpleasantly searched by a woman from Gestapo brings with it a 

feeling of uncertainty. The words she once did not understand become clear now: “Wave 

mechanics is not like Newtonian mechanics, Clément told her. With wave mechanics you must 

cast out all idea of certainty” (GF 209). Uncertainty in Marian’s life thus brings the memory 

of uncertainty in wave mechanics – the Heisenberg’s concept of uncertainty (see the 

theoretical part of this thesis, page 11). 

Marian later realizes that she could never tell if Clément was talking about science 

seriously or not. In her interior monologue, she contrasts his ideas about science with his 

ideas about life: “His ideas of science always seemed fantastical, and his ideas about life 

concrete and reliable. But now everything appears in reverse. Now science brooks no doubt, 

and life seems riddled with contradiction and uncertainty” (GF 270). Contradiction and 

uncertainty describe life during the war, whereas science has become clear for Marian now, as 

she was given some relevant scientific explanations. 
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The relativity of time is highlighted in the novel on several occasions. In the following 

extracts, physical terminology is employed in the descriptions of the passing of time. The 

reader can spot the first such description as Marian undergoes the training in Scotland: “Time 

passed, with that curious relativity that brought Ned’s physics to mind: relative time, elastic 

time, the hours of discomfort stretching out like days but the whole passage of the course 

compressing from days into what seemed like mere hours” (GF 45). Mawer uses the 

parallelism “relative time, elastic time” to emphasize the relativity of time. This relativity is 

also presented when Marian, with her fictional name Anne-Marie Laroche, travels from the 

south-west of France to Paris: 

 
The journey is one of those wartime treks that she recognizes from Britain, a voyage 
of fitful movement and inconsequential stops magnified by the size of the country, as 
though perceived through a distorting lens of space and time, something Ned and 
Clément might have talked about in one of their mad discourses about the dimensions 
of the universe. The space-time continuum or some such nonsense – didn’t they try 
and explain that to her by talking about people on a train? Relative speeds and time 
dilation. (GF 184) 
 

This record of Marian’s thoughts and memories employs the analogy of a voyage which is as 

if “perceived through a distorting lens of space and time”, which is based on the properties of 

the space-time continuum (time dilation and length contraction). The rhetorical question 

“didn’t they try and explain that to her by talking about people on a train?” fits because the 

time dilation that Marian refers to means a slowing of time in a system in motion relative to 

an outsider observer and is often demonstrated in thought experiments about people on board 

and outside of a fast moving train (see the theoretical part of this thesis, page 27). 

The relativity of time is returned to at the end of the novel, when Marian remembers 

how time slowed when she shot the two men but now, when she is about to decide whether to 

leave France or not, with the aircraft waiting for her, it runs fast: “The plasticity of time, the 

relativity of time, the whole world going slow then, but fast now – the engine roaring, the 

propeller a blurred disc bisected by a sword of moonlight, the stars rampaging across the sky 

– and this great stillness inside her” (GF 343). This extract has a lyrical character and is 

highly atmospheric because it combines the parallelism “the plasticity of time, the relativity of 

time”, the antithesis “the whole world going slow then, but fast now”, the beautiful metaphor 

of the propeller and the image of the outside world, fast and loud. All of this is in contrast 

with the immense stillness inside Marian.  

A parallelism could be observed in the situation of Marian: As she was plunged out of 

the aircraft into the void of the night above France, she plunged into the great unknown 
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domain of science as well, not only by growing up with scientists but also because of her 

mission, closely connected, if not inextricably intertwined with scientific research. 

To summarise, inner monologue is absent in Mendel’s Dwarf and memory does not 

play an important role in it, though it conveys Benedict’s early fascination with science as 

well as his feeling of being cursed. On the contrary, in The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, 

Marian’s thoughts, which sometimes wander into the realm of science, are presented by 

means of her inner monologues and in the form of memories, which mirrors Mawer’s 

fascination with memory. These thoughts arise in Marian’s mind and provide hints of 

scientific information or enrich the novel with poetic imagery. However, they are only 

ostensibly incidental – they in fact demonstrate that science has been absorbed into the very 

thinking, into the mental processes of the characters and really permeates all aspects of the 

novels. 
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Conclusion 
 

 

The way Simon Mawer treats science in his work is very skilful and elaborate. The 

scientific domain is close to him as he worked as a biology teacher for almost forty years. In 

fact, he is of the opinion that it is not extraordinary for a person to be a scientist and a writer 

at the same time. He claims that science and literature stem from the same source – 

imagination – and both mirror the uncertainty of the modern world.  

The difference between fiction with aspects of science and science fiction is explained 

as well – according to this distinction, Mawer’s novels belong to the former because they 

point inward and investigate the human condition. The next chapter of the theoretical part is 

dedicated to various, contemporary employments of science in literature in university courses 

or assorted academic journals. It is followed by examples of a number of present-day authors, 

who incorporate science in their literary fiction. Altogether, it is clear that the connection 

between science and literature has become both incredibly popular and also productive. From 

the perspective of Simon Mawer’s work, this connection is most tangibly explored in 

Mawer’s two novels, Mendel’s Dwarf and The Girl Who Fell from the Sky. To better 

understand the scientific concepts employed in these two works of literary fiction, the 

theoretical part provides the summaries of the development of the scientific fields dealt with 

in the novels – genetics, eugenics and nuclear physics. 

The practical part of the thesis analyses the author’s conception of these fields in the 

two novels. Regarding Mendel’s Dwarf, science plays a vital role because the main character 

is a molecular geneticist who is searching for the cause of his own genetic disorder – 

achondroplasia. Alongside the first plotline, which acquaints the reader with modern genetics 

by Benedict’s first person narration, the second plotline is told by Benedict as well and 

provides a story of early genetics as it was founded by Gregor Mendel. Benedict incorporates 

the history of eugenics into the novel easily because it is, alongside genetics, his topic of 

study. Overall, he describes and explains a number of scientific concepts. Less direct 

scientific entries can be found in The Girl Who Fell from the Sky because the main character, 

Marian Sutro, is not a scientist. Nevertheless, she is the primary mediator of the scientific 

aspects of the novel, like Benedict in Mendel’s Dwarf. Science is conveyed through her close 

relationship with her brother and her friend, who are scientists.  

Besides science, the novels have other topics in common – topics which are typical 

also for Mawer’s other works, such as humour, sexuality and atheism. Regarding their 

relation to science, humour is presented mostly in Benedict’s explanations but permeates the 
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scientific descriptions in both the novels. However, the novels differ in the relation of science 

to atheism: while science is one of the reasons for Benedict’s atheism in Mendel’s Dwarf, it is 

not a reason for Marian’s atheism in The Girl Who Fell from the Sky.  

Apart from five specifically dedicated explanatory subchapters which deal with key 

scientific terms in Mendel’s Dwarf, science permeates both novels naturally. It interferes with 

the characters’ lives and is even responsible for the novels’ plot development. Scientific 

concepts are described mostly in informal language but in detail, with clarity and an almost 

perfect accuracy. 

Although different scientific fields are presented in the novels, the author employs the 

same approaches to science in them. Supported by his career as a teacher, his approach to 

science is mostly didactic in both novels. In Mendel’s Dwarf, Benedict either explains 

scientific matters to his friend, gives lectures or addresses the reader directly, sometimes 

posing rhetorical questions or checking their understanding. Altogether, he may be seen 

educating the reader. In The Girl Who Fell from the Sky, Marian is engaged in the dialogues 

with the scientists (her brother and her friend). Because of her mission, she needs to be 

instructed about the nature of nuclear physics research clearly and effectively. These 

dialogues are apparently meant to educate the reader as well. In both novels, visual aids and 

the pronoun “you” are used to convey the science to the non-scientist characters as well as the 

layman reader. Science is also referred to as something simple to understand and something 

enormously interesting and fascinating in both novels, thus motivating the reader to continue 

reading and educate themselves. 

Mawer’s second approach is historical. Historical facts presented in the novels are 

accurate for the most part. Using a combination of fictional and real historical characters is 

typical for both novels. This is most apparent when fictional scientists talk about or even meet 

non-fictional ones. While in Mendel’s Dwarf Benedict only talks about Mendel and the 

eugenicists of the past, in the second novel, the fictional scientists work with the non-fictional 

ones and Marian with Ned even meet a real historical figure. 

These two novels which differ in setting, time and scientific fields do not share only 

didactic and historical approach to science but also have in common the roles which science 

plays in them. One of the roles of science is that it creates the basis for ethical questions as the 

moral aspect of scientific development is discussed in the novels. While in Mendel’s Dwarf 

Mawer criticises both the old and the new eugenics, which he worries may become the 

“eugenics of the marketplace”, in the second novel he contemplates the morality of atomic 

bomb usage during the Second World War. 
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In both the novels, science is occasionally depicted as terra incognita for the non-

scientist characters, which brings authenticity to the novels – the layman reader may identify 

with these characters. While some of the misunderstood terms are explained, a few terms are 

employed in the novels which are not explained at all. Benedict, as a scientist, sometimes uses 

terminology which he does not explain. For this same reason, Marian is left out of a 

discussion which she is not able to understand, since she is a layman and does not know the 

scientific jargon. In this way, the author prompts the reader to find out more information by 

themselves, which may count as his didactic approach as well. Science also influences the 

plot, whether it is Benedict who chooses the embryos or Marian, whose mission is based on 

nuclear research request.  

Science also creates the basis for a number of figures of speech, primarily similes and 

metaphors, which are very imaginative and make Mawer’s language highly poetic. Besides 

the figures of speech, various descriptions and parallelisms, which employ science, add to the 

poetic imagery of the novels. The author created the characters of imaginative and creative 

scientists in both the novels, which is in accordance with his belief that an important 

characteristic for writers and scientists is imagination. 
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